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The B'G Hews
iBowling 'Green State University!

Moore's decision on Symmonds suspension upheld
by Diana Rado
atafl raportar

A decision in Wood County Common
Pleas Court yesterday not only
clarified the length of University student James M. Symmonds' suspension, but upheld the University's
claim that President Ho His A. Moore
Jr. has final authority on suspensions
issued under the Ohio Revised Code.
In the decision, Common Pleas
Court Judge Gale Williamson denied

attorney Robert W. Maurer's request
that Moore reinstate his client to the
University on May 9.
Maurer brought the case to Common Pleas Court on April 25, after
Moore extended Symmonds' suspension until the end of spring quarter
despite a University Appeals Board
decision to suspend him until May 9.
Symmonds, formerly of 303 Phi
Delta Theta. was suspended by the
University on April 11, following his
arrest by Campus Safety and Security

on April 10 for receiving stolen property, a University key.
MAURER maintained that the decision by the University Appeals Board,
which operates under the University
Student Code, was final, while Moore
said section 3345.24 gave him the
authority to extend Symmonds'
suspension despite the board's decision.
Williamson's decision yesterday
ended the debate, stating that,

"3345.24 by its terms requires a fair
and impartial hearing be given to the
suspended student, but the duty and
authority of the Board of Trustees or
president of a college or university to
impose summary suspension shall not
be abrogated or limited in any way by
any rule or regulation."
Williamson added in the decision
that the University Appeals Board
decision is merely a recommendation,
and "it is clear that the sections of the
Student Code providing for a review of

a suspension cannot be used to limit
the suspension imposed by the president."
Maurer said yesterday, "I don't
necessarily agree with the judge's interpretation, but at this point I haven't
made a decision to appeal it.
"THERE'S NO question, though,
that it (the interpretation) creates
some real issues," Maurer said, and
added, "Why have the Appeals Board
at all? I'm not sure their decision even
means much."

"In light of the situation, since the
president acted under the Ohio Revised Code, I don't see the board having a
problem with the decision," said Reva
Anderson, chairman of the Appeals
Board.
"But I in the future personally
would like to see the judicial process
of the University under the Student
Code be in harmony with the Ohio
Revised Code." she added.
Anderson said that neither she nor
contlnuad on page 3

column
one,
SGA hears Flores
speak on demands
Carlos M. Flores, Latino Student Union president, last night
addressed the Student Government Association, outlining recent Latino demands presented
to the University administration.
Flores cited neglect on the
part of the administration in
the recruitment of both Latino
students and faculty members.
Flores also said the Student
Development Program and the
Developmental Education Program fail to meet the needs and
"unique situation" of Latino
students.
"We're not asking for
anything that is not supposed to
be there (by law), Flores said.
The demands of the Ad Hoc
Committee on Latino Concerns
will be discussed when SGA is
presented with "another point
of view" by the administration,
Dana L. Kortokraz, SGA president, said.
Everett E. Gallagher, SGA
senator, said he is optimistic
about the future of bike paths
after meeting with William R.
Bess, director of Campus Safety and Security, this week.
Gallagher will meet with
University architects early next
week, he said.
SGA's meeting next week has
been cancelled. The next
meeting will be May 28 in Prout
Hall Cafeteria.

Poems make sense
at public expense
ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) - It's
finally happened. There's a
New York State Assembly
"Subcommittee on Poetry Control."
The committee, whose
membership seems to consist
mostly of people named
Anonymous, was formed in
response to a rash of poems
turning up in legislators'
mailboxes.
Every week, Assemblyman
Ed Sullivan, as chairman of the
Subcommittee on Libraries, has
been sending his colleagues a
poem in the mail whether they
want it or not.
"To a Field Mouse," by
Robert Burns, was a recent offering.

inside
BRUSSELS, BELGIUM Secretary of State Edmund
Muskies is using European
allies to apply economic sanctions against Iran. Page 4.
NEWS - University students
recently surveyed said their
main health concerns are their
weight and the amount of exercise they get. Page 4.

weather
Sunny. High 65 F (18 C), low
42 F (5 C), 0 percent chance of
precipitation.

Picture
perfect
Ruas Frautachl, of Roaalord,
Ohio, ratuma a atara to a figure In
a painting by Ron Koatofl at the
29th Annual Undergraduate Art
Exhibition. The exhibition,
located In the gallery of the Fine
Arts Building, will run through
May 28.

staff photo by Tim Westhoven

Optical illusion:
Refund policy for contact lenses draws complaints
Todd Imbler, a junior production
operations management major, was
vacationing in Florida last spring
break when he accidently tore one of
his soft contact lenses.
Imbler had bought the lenses at
Cory Optical, 190 S. Main St. Suite H.
So when he got back to Bowling
Green, he went there to get a replacement.
But when he got to 190 S. Main St.,
Suite H, it was vacant. Cory Optical
had left town, and Imbler said he did
not receive any forwarding address.
Debbie Howell, 11292 Cloverdale
Road, Portage, bought soft contact
lenses from Cory Optical last spring.
She said she was having trouble adjusting to them, and because she was
afraid of eye damage, she went to
Cory Optical and asked for a refund.

co-owner of Cory Optical, a refund is
given if the contact wearer is not
satisfied within 30 days of the purchase. The policy states that only the
price of the lens will be refunded, not
the fitting fee or the price for a lens
maintenance kit.
Howell said she asked for the refund
within 30 days of her purchase. But
Brent Barringer, manager of the local
Cory Optical shop, gave her another
option.
He said she was having an allergic
reaction to the cold chemicals used in
cleaning the lenses. He then said she
had the option of either buying
another type of cleaner, a boiling unit
that cost $30, or receiving a refund.
Howell said that because she
wanted to wear the contacts, she
opted to buy the boiling unit, with a
guarantee from Barringer that if the
boiling unit did not clear up the problem, she would get a refund.

ACCORDING TO Gary Marcum,

BUT SHE STILL had problems, and

by Gary Benz
staff reporter

when she tried to get a refund, Barringer told her that he couldn't give her
a refund because she boiled the
lenses.
Howell said she then "raised hell."
She went to Cory Optical and demanded her money back.
"There were a lot of customers
there at the time and they told me I
could get my money back, but it would
take several weeks," she said.
After writing letters and making
numerous phone calls to Cory Optical's home office in Vandalia, Ohio,
Howell got tired of waiting.
LAST DECEMBER she went to
municipal small claims court and filed a claim against Cory Optical.
Howell got a court date in February,
but she didn't mind the two-month
wait because "I was confident I would
win."
When Howell's court date arrived,
she was there, but no one from Cory
Optical was. She won by forfeit.

Howell got back the money for her
lenses ($99) plus tax, the money for
the boiling unit ($30) plus tax and interest on that money. In addition, her
filing fee of $12.50 was returned.
Less than a month ago, Howell
received her check. And it ended one
in a long series of complaints against
Cory Optical's Bowling Green office.
MARCUM SAID he is not sure why
there were so many complaints concerning the Bowling Green office.
"Brent (Barringer) said it was the
people in Bowling Green - they were a
pain in the ass. The people said it was
Brent. Who do you go with?" Marcum
said.
According to Marcum, Barringer
was getting two or three refund requests each week, well above the
number of requests Marcum said the
Vandalia office gets.
Marcum said that because the
Bowling Green office was getting so
many refund requests, Barringer

decided to change the refund policy.
"ALL OUR offices have a 30-dayfor-any-reason refund policy. But he
(Barringer) changed the refund
policy for his own policy," Marcum
said.
Barringer's new policy was that he
only would grant a refund if a patient
was having an allergic reaction to the
chemicals used in cleaning the lenses.
Marcum said he let Barringer
change the policy because "he's very
bright, he thought it would work better and that was fine with me."
But Barringer claims that any refund requests he received were forwarded to the home office.
"I BELIEVE in the 30-day refund
policy. We followed the policy very
carefully, we refunded cheerfully,"
Barringer said.
He added that every refund case
was handled by the home office and
that he followed its decisions.
continued on page 3

Faculty voices concern over development center plan
by Diane Rado
ataff raportar

Improving the quality of instruction
is one of Academic Council's goals, it
agreed at a meeting yesterday. But
council was reluctant to approve a
proposal to establish a faculty
development center at the University
which would aid in accomplishing this
goal.
Because dissatisfaction with certain
aspects of the proposal was expressed
it was decided that some members of
the council will work with its
originators to "try to draft a specific
resolution not necessarily embracing
the entire document," Provost
Michael R, Ferrari said.
Dr. Melvin Shelly, assistant professor of Educational Foundations
and Inquiry who aided in developing
the proposal, agreed that perhaps an
ad hoc committee should be formed to
revise the proposal relative to the concerns expressed by council members
yesterday.

Despite council's aim to improve teaching quality
"It's not the kind of center you can
open tomorrow," he said, adding that
it may take four to five years to implement the entire plan.
ACCORDING TO the proposal
presented last week, the faculty
development center will provide services to aid faculty in improving their
teaching skills and counsel them in
areas such as retirement, career
changes and opportunities.
Stressing the present need for such
a center, Thomas L. Kinney, professor of English and an orignator of
the proposal, said, "the timeliness of
the proposal has to do with the present
immobility of faculty and the improbability of a turn-over in the next
decade."
This past decade, he said, "my impression is that the University has
placed less emphasis on teaching and
more on research."

"The center is not for the Bowling
Green State University world's worst
teachers," David J. Hyslop, associate
professor of business education who
assisted in developing the proposal,
said.
HE RESPONDED to council's concern last week that instructors may
believe they are admitting their ineffectiveness if they seek the center's
aid.
"There's no reason why the best
teacher or an average teacher
couldn't come to the center to improve himself," Hyslop said.
Nancy S. Wygant, career
psychologist at the counseling and
career development center and
another originator of the proposal,
said, "from my experience, the faculty have been admitting that they have
a need for improvement."
For this reason, "The climate at the

center must be one that is nonthreatening," she said.
KINNEY STRESSED that the
center will be a "voluntary and confidential service to the faculty."
But the services provided by the
center will compete with those
already existing at the University
relative to faculty development such
as the Instructional Media Center and
the faculty development and faculty
research committees, Dwight Burlingame, dean of libraries, said.
Instead of creating a new structure,
he asked, "Why not take some money
and put it into improving the Instructional Media Center. Why not enhance
upon what already exists?"
The primary function of the Instructional Media Center is not to improve
teaching effectiveness, Hyslop stressed.

AND WYGANT ADDED that there
are not enough people on the faculty
development and faculty research
committees to organize and implement the services that the center
could provide.
However, Dr. William R. Rock, professor of history, said, "I love this
idea, but I'm still unconvinced that its
workable."
He suggested that rather than approve the entire proposal, a
"middleground" be reached which
prompted council to vote to appoint
members to review the document
with its originators.
Also at the meeting, curriculum for
a sports management career program
was presented.
The curriculum allows persons not
wishing to obtain a teaching certificate an opportunity to remain active in sports as part of their career.
It offers three career options:
Sports marketing and promotion,
sport administration and fitness and
sport director.
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opinion
PBS free speech
threatened by movie
Congress shall make no law abridging freedom of
speech. That statement is in the First Amendment to
the United States Constitution.
This first amendment right of newspapers and broadcast
stations to print or broadcast what they wish recently came
into question when the Public Broadcasting System aired
the docudrama,"Death of a Princess."
The two-hour fictionalized account was based on the actual executions for adultery in 1977 of a married Saudi
Arabia princess and her student lover.
The content of the program is not as important as the
steps taken by the Saudi Government, Congress, the Mobil
Oil Corp. and worse yet, the acting Secretary of State to
prevent the show from being aired.
While it may be true that the program, according to the
Saudis, is offensive and inaccurate; but the attempt to halt
its showing is inexcusable.
The American government registered its disgust with the
program's airing because it recognizes Saudi Arabia as an
important Middle East ally. Congress got into the act for
that reason and because Mobil is a powerful special interest group that representatives of oil states will not ignore.
PBS realized the potential rating power of the program
and the ethical issue and wisely went ahead with "Death of
a Princess." Nielsen ratings in New York show that the
program received the highest viewer ratings in its Monday
night time period
Without the controversy, the show probably would not
have attracted the large audience that it did.
PBS deserves credit for "sticking to its guns" in airing
the program that obviously had a lot of viewer interest.
Freedom of speech is too valuable to place in the discretion
of the bureaucracy, Congress and oil corporations.

University reneging
on student privileges
The University is out to screw us
students. We constantly are digging
deeper into our pockets to pay the
University, which in turn snatches
away more privileges at every glance.
The University is overextending its
right to control us.
The arrest of peacefully protesting
Latinos is a recent example of University control. Getting police to take
them away is the easy way to get out
of dealing with the problem.
The University is much more considerate to pigs. The administration
put a small stipulation on the annual
Hogamunga which says that "next
year's event will not use live
animals." It will be interesting to see
how contestants chase an animal that
is not living.
Never mind that there is "no record
of any pigs being hurt." The University has to she-' its concern for living
things. And although every student
participating in Hogamunga "is required to grease his arms and chest
before the event," greasing the pig is
"not considered to be humane."
STUDENTS LOST another privilege
at this year's Beta 500. There was apparently some damage in Moseley
Hall at last year's event and rather
than simply closing the building during the races, the University outlawed
the use of alcohol.
Also, the University's unmerciful
booting of the Pikes cannot be
overlooked. The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha were kicked off-campus before
any guilt was proven. It was not
enough to raid their house, seize their
files and cause havoc during finals
week. The University threw them out
of their house even though no one living in the house had been found guilty
of or even charged with anything.

focus
Paul Quinn
University student
And it's pretty sad that the University
has to depend on charges of a stolen
chair and vacuum cleaner to justify
their arrests of off-campus members.
It seems that "justice" was served
before the facts were in.
Another problem is the administration is making changes without considering student opinion. The University is proud that it has taken Thursday night beer blasts away from
students (the downtown bars are
grateful), that students have heavy
schedules on Fridays (making
students who have to travel on
weekends leave later in the day), and
that the University probably will convert to semesters soon (then the
academic year will end before the
weather gets warm and people get out
and air their grievances in the form of
peaceful protests).
THE UNIVERSITY'S responsibility
to students goes beyond building a
nice Student Recreation Center for
them to play in. The administration
must realize that making changes
with undemocratic methods creates a
rebellious situation. If more changes
are made without considering student
opinion, more trouble will find its way
to University President Hollis A.
Moore's door.
Student energy is just waiting for a
cause, and the University is well on
the way to creating one. It may be
just the Latinos today, but it may be
the entire campus tomorrow.
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White House living includes poker and games
WASHINGTON - Demonstrations
are prohibited on the White House
grounds, but guards just stood by this
week when a raucus, placard-waving
mob reached the door to the White
House West Wing.
That's where President Carter and
his most senior aides have their offices.
A closer look revealed that the
demonstrators weren't protesting
anything but were cheering the return
of an old colleague.
"Welcome back Jimbo," said one
sign held aloft by a White House aide,
while another waved an American
flag from a <f indow. i
FRANK MOORE, a member of the
president's senior staff, and Tim

put in during the Northern winter to
help Carter out in the Connecticut,
New York and Pennsylvania
primaries - all of which Carter lost.
"It was a shock," said Free of the
Frank Cormier
welcome. "God, it's good to be back."
Associated Press writer
When he isn't campaigning, Free is
a White House lobbyist dealing with
Kraft, Carter's campaign manager, the House of Representatives.
MINUTES before Edmund S.
were on hand for some cheerful ribbing of Moore's assistant, James Free, Muskie took the oath as secretary of
who had been off the White House state last week, a game of liar's poker
payroll since the first of the year to - a gambling contest based on the
manage the president's highly suc- serial numbers on dollar bills - took
cessful campaign for renomination in place on the fringe of the blue-ribbon
East Room and an audience gathered
the south.
i Moore and Kraft thanked the well- for the occasion.
Among the participants: Assistant
tanned and obviously surprised Free
for long hours of sacrifice they said he Secretary of State Hodding Carter III,

the department spokesman who has
indicated he soon will follow resigned
secretary Cyrus R. Vance into private
life.
Instigators of the East Room game
were diplomatic reporters who have
been devotees of liar's poker since the
shuttle diplomacy era of former
Secretary Henry A. Kissinger. In idle
moments, the journalists and some
U.S. diplomats have played the game
during summit meetings and on many
another August occasions.
Hodding Carter, who commented
that last week's contest represented a
last chance to gamble in the White
House, came ill-prepared for. the
game. He didn't have a single dollar
bill in his wallet.

else instead of doing a personal investigation. This is quite obvious
when you consider the fact that they
don't want to use grease next year
(that's if they have the event). It's
clear that if a pig would have grease
Martha Williams on it, the contact would be less severe
English Department enabling it to squirm away, than a pig
not covered at all.
Why not re-evaluate the event looking at all sides instead of making
abrupt, irrational decisions? By the
way Eakin, do you ever enjoy bacon
After rending several letters in The and eggs for breakfast?
BG News concerning Hogamunga, I
feel several facts need to be brought
Steve Brown
On-campus mailbox 0659
out.
First there are numerous
"greased pig" contests throughout
Ohio and the United States. They are
meant to have good clean fun, not to
inflict pain or harm to the pig or participants. People that sponsor these
In these days of crime, skepticism
events are usually agriculture related
who know that the consequences to the and dishonesty, it becomes difficult at
animal are not serious or they times to find the "good" in people as
we should do.
wouldn't have these contests.
We are all very much aware of the
I come from a farm where pigs are
raised and believe me, people that latest scandal at the Unviersity. Even
raise these animals use electric those students that were in no way inshockers, clubs, their feet, sticks and volved in the scandal actually become
any other tool available to get these involved, in the eye of the public
animals to move. The pain inflicted anyway. With this in mind and along
by many of these instruments is more with our endeavor to find the good in
serious than any "greased pig" con- people, I'm sure you will agree that
test can offer. Yet no serious damage finding the good in the person I'm
is done to the animal. The Humane about to mention will not be a difficult
Society, you must remember, is task at all.
Mark Owens, 240 Darrow, along
government run and probably never
with a friend found a wheelchair
has worked with or around pigs.
It seems the University and Dr. disassembled in the cemetery on camRichard R. Eakin are trying to change pus. Mark and his friend not only took
another event offered by greeks the time to put the wheels back on it
where they don't know the facts. They and to ensure to the best of their abilirely mainly on opinions from someone ty, that at least the majority of the

parts were there, but they also attempted to find the rightful owner.
Their first impulse was of course to
check with the health clinic, only to be
told that it did not belong there. They
proceeded to Wood County Hospital
with the chair and their story. It was
later identified as hospital property.
Admittedly, what Mark and his
friend did may not warrant national
attention, but nonetheless it was an
honest deed that not only should not go
unmentioned, but one that the
Hospital appreciates very much.

focus

letters.
Sexist attitudes are
indicative of disease
In the May 14 issue of The BG News,
there was an article written about Jan
and Vaughn Maatman in which they
were referred to as "admitted
feminists." I strongly protest the use
oi this phraseology, particularly in a
publication that stresses the nonacceptance of material that is
"deemed discriminatory, degrading,
or insulting on the basis on race, sex,
or national origin."
How might this seemingly innocent
phrase be considered insulting or
degrading?
Webster's Dictionary
defines admit as follows: "To concede or confess" - as if guilty of some
heinous crime. The choice of the
word, admitted, implies that Jan and
Vaughn ashamedly, perhaps even
guiltily, conceded to the fact that they
are feminists. I do not believe that
this was the case.
I am tired of sexist attitudes on all
levels. I am tired of being bombarded
by the subtle, yet pervasive,
manifestations of those attitudes. I
am tired of defending my position as a
feminist against those subtle, low-key
attitudes that turn on me and accuse
me of "nit-picking." I am not nitpicking, unless nit-picking means being aware of sexist and oppressive attitudes on all levels, because what ap-

respond,
If you would like to comment on something in the
News or anything of student interest, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column should be typewritten,
triple-spaced and signed.
Include your address and
telephone number for
verification.
The News reserves the
right to reject letters or
portions of letters that are
in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments
to: Editorial Editor, The
BG News, 108 University
Hall.

pears to be (or what is labeled to be) a
very minute, seemingly inconsequential use of a single word is really a
symptom, one of many, that is indicative of a greater disease.

Hogamunga is not
inhumane or injurious

'Good' in people
displayed by student

Dick Wallace
Wood County Hospital

UAO: University
group changes name
The Union Activities Organization
will celebrate its name change to the
University Activities Organization today.
Although the initials UAO remain
the same, the organization's responsibilities to the University community
have expanded.
Since the beginning of the year,
UAO has undertaken Homecoming,
Good Times Weekend and other
events that were formerly handled
through the Student Activities office.
Although we still are based on the
third floor of the union, our programming encompasses the entire University. Thus, our new name better
represents our position on campus.
Margie Grim
University Activities Organization
President
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Cory Optical^

"Being the poor college kid that I
am, I saw an advertising for soft
lenses for $99 at Cory," Rhodes said.
He said he told Barringer at the
time of the lens fitting that his
ophthalmologist recommended he
wear hard lenses.
But Rhodes said Barringer
discouraged him from buying hard
contacts, and instead fitted him for
soft lenses.

"Whatever the home office said, I
did," Barringer said. "I just don't
want to be held responsible for the
sins of the father. All you got to say is I
was following the home office and that
would clear everything up."
But Marcum, after hearing Barringer's allegations, still insisted that
Barringer handled all of the refund requests at the Bowling Green office.
DAVE RHODES, a senior selling
and sales management major, was
another Cory Optical customer who
had trouble getting a refund.
Rhodes said he returned his lenses
within a week because he could not adjust to them. Rhodes also brought in a
recent Cory Optical advertisement
that stated the refund if-not-satisfied
policy.
Rhodes said the receptionist told
him that that refund policy no longer
stood. But Marcum insists that Cory
Optical's policy always has been the
30-day refund policy.
Rhodes said the main problem he
was having was adjusting to the soft
lenses. He said he went to an
ophthalmologist (a licensed eye doctor that specializes in eye surgery)
and was told that he shouldn't wear
soft lenses, he should wear hard contacts.
BUT BECAUSE buying the lenses
through the ophthalmologist were so
expensive (between $300 and $350),
Rhodes said he decided to buy the contacts at Cory Optical.

Symmondsj^:
Symmonds had been advised at the
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TWO DAYS AFTER getting his
lenses, Rhodes went back to Barringer complaining that the lenses
were too loose fitting. Two days after
that, Barringer replaced one of the
lenses.
One week after he received the
lenses, Rhodes went back again and
said he could not adjust to wearing the
contacts. He told Barringer that a
local optometrist (a licensed eye doctor) also recommended that he wear
hard lenses.
But when he tried to return the
lenses, the receptionist told him he
couldn't get his money back.

Rhodes said he was then "really
raising hell" and told the receptionist
that he was going to an attorney.
But after talking to an attorney,
Rhodes said he decided it was too
much of a hassle fighting with Cory
Opticai. He then decided to take the
$123.46 loss.
"I absorbed the loss. I took it as a
lesson to be learned," Rhodes said.
But last week, after hearing about
Howell's case, Rhodes decided to try
to get his money back and contacted
Marcum at the Vandalia office and
asked for a refund.

MARCUM SAID there was no
reason that Rhodes should not have
been given his money back, adding "if
Dave would have been in my office, he
would have got a refund."
Rhodes said Marcum then called
him and tried to offer compensation in
the form of two pairs of contact lenses
or one pair of glasses.
But Rhodes said he told Marcum he
did not need the contacts or the
glasses, so Marcum finally offered
Rhodes said Barringer had told the him a refund.
He told Rhodes it would take several
receptionist that there was no reason
why he (Rhodes) couldn't wear the weeks to get his money back because
the company was experiencing a
soft lenses.
"cash flow problem," Rhodes said.
MARCUM, after checking Rhodes'
prescription for contact lenses, also
HOWELL'S, RHODES' and Imsaid recently there was no reason why bler's complaints are not isolated inhe couldn't wear soft lenses.
cidents. Marcum said he received 14

complaints from Bowling Green in
January, and that is just a fraction of
the complaints from the Bowling
Green office.
"There was a definite problem
there. I'll be glad when it's over,"
Marcum said.
Besides complaints from the
customers, Marcum also is getting
complaints from his former landlord,
Douglas R. Valentine.
Valentine said Cory Optical moved
out of the rented office without ever
notifying him, and that the company
owes him two months rent.
VALENTINE SAID he was driving
by the building last March and saw
Cory Optical employees loading a
truck.
Valentine said he asked Marcum
where he was going and Marcum told
him that because the office wasn't
busy and because Valentine was
remodeling the rest of the building,
they decided to leave.
Marcum claims that Valentine said
Cory Optical's lease would not be
renewed because Valentine wanted to
build two apartments where Cory Optical was located.

"I'D PREFER they stayed," Valentine said. "I had no qualms, they were
good paying tenants. But he did not
notify me, nor did I want him to
leave."
Marcum said: "They (Valentine)
knew we were moving. It was all set, a
month before we left."
He added that he would not have
renewed the lease even if Valentine
wanted them to stay because there
were so many problems with patient
refunds.
Marcum restated that Valentine
asked them to leave because he
wanted to make the office into apartments.
MARCUM SAID that the day after
they left, Valentine had a remodeling
crew in to convert the office into
apartments.
Valentine said he did not touch the
office until after the lease was up May
6.
Barringer, who was managing the
office, also said he wasn't notified of
the move until Marcum brought a
truck to the office and said they were
moving.
Barringer said he was told they
were moving to Dayton and that there
would be an office for him.

"WE WERE HAVING problems
But Valentine said Cory Optical had with the landlord," Barringer said.
a one-year lease with a one-year op- "We informed them we would not
tion to renew.
renew the lease."

He added, "Two U-Haula came and
they said we were moving and they
would have an office for me in Dayton.
We got to Dayton and they said 'there
is no office for you.'"
Marcum refuted Barringer's story.
He said Barringer knew of the move
two or three weeks before they moved
and that he helped Barringer move
some of his personal belongings to his
new apartment in Dayton.
Barringer said, "I can't believe a
word they said. Both owners (of Cory
Optical) are very paranoid and compulsive liars."
BARRINGER ADDED that when he
was informed they were moving, he
also was told by one of the owners that
the rent was not going to be paid.
Marcum denied that saying, "Yes, I
did have an intention of paying the
rent"
But Valentine said he has not
received any of the rent Cory Optical
owes. He said that he has since taken
steps to get the money.
Marcum says there is a discrepancy
about how much rent is owed. Valentine says that Cory Optical owes $400,
but Marcum said they only owe $200
because Valentine owes them their
$200 deposit.

pagel

BUT MYRON CHENAULT, Univer- always been a consistent policy of the
time of his hearing the board's deci- sity assistant vice president for in- University that the president has the
sion was advisory rather than final. stitutional contracts, said it has final authority.

"I don't see the decision as a precedent, but as confirming the powers of
the president as given to him by the

Board of Trustees," Chenault said.

the Student Code should be revised so
that all information is available to a
Anderson, however, stressed that student concerning his suspension.

briefsThe University Geophysical Society will be presenting
Dr. William Hinze of Purdue University as its 1980
Distinguished Lecturer in geophysics. Hinze will be giving lectures on the topic "Applications and Interpretations of Magnetic Anomalies'' today at 7:30 p.m. and
Friday at 12:30 p.m in 70 Overman Hall. The lectures are
free and public.

The first "Run For Fun" for Bowling Green elementary and middle school children will be Sunday from
12:30-4:30 p.m. at the University track. The event, sponsored by the Student National Education Association.Student Council for Exceptional Children and the Af-ociation of Childhood Education, is free and public

The Peacock Colony'

'Copper Etchings'
"Copper Etchings," an exhibit of works by University
graduate student Jonathan Rice, will go on exhibit today
at the MHeti Alumni Center Gallery. The exhibit, sponsored by the Alumni Association, is free and public from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. during the week thrcogh May 30.

Some Reader's Theater techniques will be used when
the "The Peacock Colony," a new play by University
writer William McMillen, is presented at Joe E. Brown
Theatre today at 8 p.m. The play also will be presented
Saturday. Admission to both performances is free and
public.

Commencement info mailed

Graduation announcements

'Run For Fun' this Sunday

Geophysics lecture

Announcements for the June 14 commencement are
now available for sale at the University Bookstore.

13 musical ensembles
"Kaleidoscope," a program featuring 13 University
Musical Arts ensembles, will be presented today in
Kobacker Hall, Musical Arts Center, at 8 p.m. Each
group will perform highlights from the 1979-80 season at
the concert, which is free and public.

Film on Greece to be shown
"Hellascope," a film on Greece, will be shown in Gish
Theater, Hanna Hall, today at 7 p.m.

Information concerning June commencement will be
mailed today to graduation candidates at dormitory and
on-campus mailbox addresses. Candidates are reminded
to check lists inside the east doors of the Administration
Building to verify spelling of their names for diplomas
and programs.

Flying Club meeting
The Flying Club will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in 102
Business Administration Bldg. Mandatory attendance is
required for those wishing to compete in this weekend's
meet at Toledo. A guest speaker will be at the meeting to
discuss aviation insurance.

* *••••••••*••*•••••••*
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GOOD TIMES
WEEKEND '80

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
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May 16 S 17
FRIDAY

300700: Roller SkatingUnion Oval
Skate Rental Available
$1.00 fee per hour
Sound System
800: Square Dance Conklin B.B. Courts

*
*
*

The Public Relations
student society
Off America
(PRSSA)
Challenges
The ex. News staff

A Softtoail came
On May 18th at
At4pjm.
At carter Park

TO

I230-Amazement Park Revue
200The Bowlers
330The Buckeye Biscuit Band
500BGSU Jazz Band
630The OtherHalf
BEER & REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SOLD
(Rain Site: Grand Ballroom, Union)
No McohoUc Beverages May Be Brought Into College Park

*
*
*

FIRST PLACE HOGAMUNGA
SPIRIT AWARD HOGAMUNGA
SPIRIT AWARD DU BIKE RACE

*

OUTSTANDING SENIOR
NANCY DONOVAN

i

OUTSTANDING JUNIOR
KIM DOWNS

*•••*••••••••••••••*•*

OUTSTANDING PLEDGE
MARY ELLEN LEVAK
*»»»»t»»»»*f«»»**»»*t*»**«»»»»»*»0»*t*»**»——

Old Fashioned Bargain Days
Tliurs. Fri. Sat.
Savings throughout store
Blouses
ENTIRE STOCK
Long Sleeve Styles

25-50% off

Sweater Knits

2 pc. Suits

Tops and Skirts

Great for Interviews

25-50% off

25-50% off

Spring-Summer
DRESSES
selected styles
25-50% off
Sleepwear Lingerie
selected

Bras-Slips-Panties

GAMES-CONTESTPRIZES-GOOD TIMES

*
*
*
*

GAMMA PHI BETA
OUTSHINES THE REST

(Behind stadium view Apts) J

(rain site-SS Forum)

SATURDAY
SPRING FESTIVAL ■ COLLEGE PARK

*

robes-gowns

25-50% off

• Raincoats-(Reg. $8) $4.99
• Fun Sleepshirt*--(Reg. $6.50)
$1.99
• Summer Hats (Reg. $5-6)
99S2.99
• Fashion Scarves-(Values to $6)
.99-2.99
• Side Combs-<reg. $1-2.50) .79-.99
• Handbags -selected 30% OFF

Formals
ENTIRE STOCK

•Jewelry-AMI.-(values to $6)
59-$1.99
•Knee Socks- (values to $4)
.99-$1.49
•Flower»-<v«lue» to $5) .99

Many Unlisted items Specially Priced
The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St

25-50% off
Tops-Shorts
Rompers
Solids-Strips
25-40% off
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Armed American agents
reported in Iran recently
were accompanied by 19 Iranians, all slipped into Iran before the rescue
longtime residents of the United mission and had left Iran afterwards.
Iranian President Abolhassan Bani- States, and that arms were already
HOWEVER, the London Daily
Sadr claimed yesterday that 96 armed being supplied to rebels in norTelegraph said more than 100 inAmerican agents, led by Iranian sym- thwestern Iran.
It was the first time Iran has claim- filtrators, including Farsi-speaking
pathizers, landed in Iran recently on a
two-week sabotage and assassination ed new infiltration by American CIA agents and special forces troops,
agents since the abortive rescue mis- remained in hiding in Iran. The
mission.
He spoke in a Tehran Radio inter- sion April 25. However, Iran has con- Telegraph report said the infiltrators
view shortly after the Iranian sistently maintained that American were using Turkish, Egyptian or
prosecutor-general's office reported agents allegedly sent to Iran for the Pakistani passports.
The Chicago Sun-Times yesterday
the arrest and imprisonment of two rescue mission had remained in the
quoted Washington sources as saying
American men for their alleged part country.
in last month's failed hostage-rescue
Published reports last month quoted the rescue plan, in which eight
effort.
U.S. military officials as saying American commandos were killed,
The State Department said it had no American undercover agents, in- was much larger than has been made
information about the two men and no cluding special forces troopers, had public.
comment on the claims made by BaniSadr.
The Defense Department said the
only forces the United States has in
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) - U.S. Secretary of State Edmund S. Muskie
the area are about two dozen ships
stationed near Iran. Among the ships yesterday urged the European allies to apply meaningful economic sanctions
are aircraft carriers from which against Iran, declaring that ingenuity, not force, offers the best hope for freeing the American hostages.
helicopters can fly.
"Make them see they must pay a price," was his message to the NATO
BANI-SADR claimed "two Defense Planning Committee.
The Europeans, getting their first look at the lanky ex-senator since he
helicopters," presumably U.S.
military aircraft, landed in the replaced Cyrus R. Vance, heard a lecture on their responsibilities.
Muskie urged foreign and defense ministers from 13 of the 15 NATO allies to
Bakhityaris mountains in central
Iran. He said the helicopters were car- increase their defense spending while the United States guards the Persian
rying arms, that the American agents Gulf against the Soviets.
By Associated Press

Muskie urges allies' help

Ohio AFB one of several sites
considered for Cuban refugees
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - The
Rickenbacker Air Force Base is being considered as a possible processing center for Cuban refugees, according to a base spokesman.
The base, located about 10 miles
south of Columbus, is apparently the
only site in the state being considered for the refugees, according
to the spokesman. Lt. David Sims
said half of the 20 barracks and more
than 425 housing units are vacant,
and many other buildings are closed.
The barracks alone could accommodate nearly 1,500 persons, he said.

Richenbacker is one of several
locations across the country being
studied for possible relocation of the
refugees, according to the Defense
Department.

A SURVEY team is expected to
visit Columbus later this week to
view the air base.
About 41,000 refugees have fled
Cuba since April 21 when President
Fidel Castro announced his permission for the departures.
The refugees have been sent for
processing to Eglin Air Force Base

FALL
APARTMENTS
3 Batons
Call
Albert Newlove
352-5163

in Florida and Fort Chaffee in
Arkansas, but space at those sites
quickly is diminishing.
ANOTHER processing center in
Indiantown Gap, Pa., is also being
opened, and the abandoned Bainbridge Naval Training Center in
Maryland is under consideration as
a possible site.
Even if refugees are sent to
Rickenbacker, a Cuban community
would not necessarily be established
in central Ohio, a Defense Department spokesman said.

ATTENTION - BGSU
BUSINESS STUDENTS
If you are interested in summer work, we
need typists, secretaries with dictaphone or
shorthand. Also, if you are graduating, let us
tell you about our permanent placement service. No fee to applicants.
CONTEMPORARY PERSONNEL
5445 Southwyck Blvd.
865-8069

UNIVERSITYl
ACTIVITIES
ORGANIZATION!
IS HAVING AN
ORGANIZATION DAY,
AND YOU'RE INVITED
9-2:30p.m. TODAY

Residents meet at 8 a.m. weekdays for a half hour of conditioning.
One-hundred residents, all female, have taken advantage of the program in its first three weeks, Ketzer said.
Specifically, 260 of the survey's respondents were concerned about their weight, while 71 said that improving a
current relationship would have a positive effect on their
health. School work and the pressure to get good grades
stand in the way of good health for 56 of the respondents,
and 48 were concerned about smoking and their health.

by Sarah Blsaland

The biggest health problem facing University students
today is being too fat and not getting enough exercise. At
least that is what they think.
More than half of the students questioned in a survey
taken by The Well, a University peer counseling center,
said they wanted to lose weight and get more exercise.
"Well Wishes for the Eighties," a one-question survey
that asked students to state their health wishes, was
taken the week of Feb. 4 in the dining halls of Harshman,
Kreischer, Founders, Commons and McDonald
quadrangles. The results recently were compiled.
"It was a way of making a New Year's resolution for
your health," John Ketzer, administrator of the Student
Health Services and administrative director of The Well,
said.

PREVENTIVE HEALTH programs by The Well offered included a weight reduction program, an exercise
support program, a stress management program and a
smoking control program.
Ketzer hopes that The Well can promote positive
health.
"With an awareness of your health, an affirmation of
what you need to do to keep in good physical shape, good
health is much more likely to happen," he said.
"As a person thinks more about their health, they
become healthier," he explained.

RESULTS OF the survey will be used to plan health
programs for The Well, located in the Health Center.
Because of apparent student concern about weight, an
exercise program has been initiated in Kreischer Quad.

Let the 'Good Times' roll

Weekend to feature skating, music
The good times will roll this
weekend on campus as the Union Activities Organization sponsors the annual springtime weekend festival,
which began last night with the UAO
talent showcase.
Tonight's show is a continuation of
the showcase. Performing in the
Union Amphitheatre are the University Men's Chorus, impressionist Marty
Cavanaugh and singer Kathy Clifford.
The rain site is the Side Door in the
Union.
Thursday also will be UAO day.
Each programming committee will
set up booths in the Union Oval and
sell various items.
Good Times on Friday will begin
with Happy Hours in the Falcon's
Nest, followed by roller skating in the

A SQUARE dance will be held in
front of Conklin Hall after the skating.
Sponsored by the University 4-H club,
the dance will be in the Forum, Student Services Building in the event of
rain.
The climax of Good Times Weekend
will be Saturday's festivities. Beginning at noon and ending eight hours
later, this year's events will be held
behind Off enhauer Towers at College
Park.
Games and contests ranging from
golf ball hitting to a dunking machine
will be held all day, with beer and
refreshments available within the

r********4—————*****************—**»*»*»»*******»*»***•••***•**•••*>***»*•

Write your editorial editor.
Let us hear your voice.

WHO'S YOUR FAVORITE
PROF?
Submit your entry for
the Faculty Honors Award
to UAO by May 23.
In a 400 word essay or less,
explain why your favorite
--I professor is deserving.
y^W For More Info, Call 2-2343 Or
Come To UAO, 3rd Floor, Union

The Resume

I
I
I
I

Machine®
Typeset Resumes
352-3538
10 Free Copies
With This Ad

TEE-0FF
hours:
Weekdays:

Di Benedetto's

CARE
FREE
HAIR

THURSDAY ONLY

$2.25 Minimum Plus 25'
Wfl Be Added To The Total Of
Your Order For Delivery Service
EAT-IN CARRY-OUT ONLY
We Open At 11:30 a.m.
143 E. Wooster 352-COOD
'

*

"

"

■*■

A A *\ *■
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Qg
ftrthefunofit!

noon-midnight

Lasted at Versrly [am
1033 S. Main

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES

across from
McDonalds

352-5427

NOW OPEN

Jeans & Things

835 High St.

Corner Ridge & Thurstin
Featuring: Painter's Pants
Natural, Red, Green, Yellow
Blue Jeans & Cords
Bib Overalls
Tuxedo Rentals

Now Leasing for
Summer
• Special Rates*
Indoor Pool & Party Room
Ph. 352-9378
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TT

HOURS

.the.
ARRANGEMENT
352-4101

Appointments not alwoyi necessary.
We use and recommend
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Ttoirs.

Midnight

2VMSC $1.00 w/n
rickets Go On Sate At 8 pjn. Tonight

TT

WE'RE CONTINUING OUR SPECTACULAR

OFF

Mon.-Thurs. 8a.m.-8pm
Friday 8a.m.-4p.m.
Saturday 9a.m..3p.m.

123 E. Court

■«

UAO CAMPUS FILM

Money—Earn $2000. $3500. plus prizes,
scholarships and trips.
Fun, Enthusiasm, Excitement, Motivation—Work with people your own age according to your own schedule.
Education—Use what you learn in school not
your back. Gain valuable experience.
Work Location—Anywhere in the state of
Ohio including your home town.
Recognition—Work for a national company,
a leader in its own field.
Interviews:
Thursday, May 15th Alumni Room Student
Union 12:30, 1:30,2:30

The right perm can
mean "carefree"
hoir for you Stop
in for a consultation.
We con determine
the style and perm
best for you.

OFFER GOOD
ON WHOLE SUB ONLY

PUTT-PUTT
GOLF COURSES/^

6-midnight
Weekends:

WOULD YOU LIKE THE FOLLOWING
OUT OF SUMMER

BECAUSE WE'RE**.

ANY SUB AT

:Take
#S&
,mstock V-^s
I America.*

■ft*****************************************************************************

EbHHetQiONHHiiiaatMMSzinMHniiiHMMniiaMMDiii

50* OFF

fenced-off area. Admission to all
events is free.
Live music will be provided by five
bands. At 12:30 p.m., a group from
Cedar Point, the Amazement Park
Revue, will perform. At 2 p.m., the
Bowlers, a pop group from Cleveland
that plays Beach Boys and other
oldies, will perform.
A country-rock group, the Buckeye
Biscuit Band, will go on at 3:30 p.m.
The University Jazz Lab Band will
play at 5 p.m., followed by The Other
Half, a local rock 'n' roll band.
If it rains Saturday the concerts will
be in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
Good Times Weekend ends Sunday
with BGSU day at Cedar Point. Discount tickets for J8-50 still are
available in the UAO office.

Union Oval. A sound system will be
provided and skates can be rented for
$1 an hour.

«»^«a»a>^^^^^^^
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Students express health concerns
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On Any Regular Priced LP Or Prerecorded Tape *
-N. MAIN ST/DOWNTOWN
-E. WOOSTER/CAMPUS
THURSDAY- thru Sat.

7 » LPs Only $4 QQ| 8

M

LP's only$5 99!*

TAKE $1 OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
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LASALLE'S

old fashioned
sidewalk sale days
Values for you, your family and home. Thursday, Friday and Saturday!
the sayings will put you in mind of the good old days!

9.99-$49.99

"

$

99*-$1.99

$

$

*6.99 twin

$

misses' Pont-Her
spring coordinates

save now on jewelry
goldtono, silvertone

young men's polyester/
cotton knit shirts

irregular mattress pads
three styles 50% off

Irregular blankets
Faribo and Fieldcrest

Levi® stretch pants
in misses' sizes

Orig. $13 $62. Solids and plaids
in polyester/cotton mix and
match tor great outfits. Red and
khaki team up to brighten your
wardrobe. Misses' 8 to 16.

Orig. $4-$8.50 Earrings, bracelets, necklaces and other novelty pieces. Basic and fashion
styles in the collection. All look
like dollars more.

Special purchase. Some stripes
as well as solids in the group. Vneck styles and much more to
choose.
Polyester/cotton
to
wear all summer. Buy now and
save. S-M-L-XL.

If perfect $6-$34. Choose from
Serene. Top-N-Sides. Hi-Loft.
Polyester and polyester/cotton.
Available in white. T-F-Q-K. Not
all styles in all sizes.

Thermal blankets from famous
makers. 100% acrylic. Assorted
solids. Only slight irregularities.
Twin if peri. $16, Full if peri.
$20, $8.99.

Reg. $13. You shouldn't miss
these fantastic
savings on
Levi's! The pants that make it
easier to bend! Black, brown,
navy ond more. 8-16.

2.99-$16.99

7.99

9.99

i

$

$

$

$

$

cotton coordinates

infant and toddler
playwoar at savings

our own brand of men's
woven sport shirts

towels for the bath
top quality or irregular

first quality rugs
from Tenn. Tuft

misses' T-shirts
many styles

Choose jackets, skirts, slocks,
tops, and t-shirts. Great summer bright? to build your easy
care summer wardrobe. 10-16,
S-M-l.

Reg. $5-$18. Polyester/cotton is
easy care and durable. Choose
slacks, tops, skirts. Sets also included in the collection. Broken
sizes.

Orig. $13 99-S20 Super savings
on traditional favorites. Cotton/polyester in blue,
tan.
brown and more. Long and short
sleeve in the collection. S-M-LXL.

Special purchase! Save on assorted towels in absorbent polyester/cotton. Extensive selection to choose from. Hand $1.99,
Wash $1.19.

Special purchase. Great throw
rugs to use in so many places
Assorted colors and sizes. Made
of 100% nylon to assure easy
washing.

Special purchase! Choose from
an assortment of styles and colors. Sizes S-M-L.

39*-89*

$

50% off
misses' polyester and

\

1.99-$5.99

3.99-$9.99

2.99 bath

9.99

5.99

■

•4.99

$

$

misses' easy care
blouses by Koret

girls' dross and
casual pants on sale

men's famous maker
dress slacks at savings

irregular sheet sets
prepackaged by Springmaid

kitchen accessories
towels, oven mitts and more

sweatshirts for men
crew neck style

Orig. $26-$32. Lively prints to
odd to your summer wardrobe.
All polyester. As easy to wear
as they are to care for. Wear
with slocks, skirts. Misses' 8-18.

Orig. $12$ 16 Choose polyester
corduroys and other polyester/
cotton styles. Dress and casual
styles in the collection. Girls'
sizes 7-14.

Orig. $18 $24. Choose from Haggar, Levi's® and Farah. Texturized polyester for great looks
that last. Belted and belt loop
styles. Black, navy. tan. blue.
32-40.

You'll love these sets. Great
economy and easy care polyester/cotton no ironing. Twin if
peri.. $19.25, Full if pert. $27.25,
$14.99. Queen if peri. $33.25,
$19.99.

Choose from a wide selection of
kitchen
accessories.
Dish
towels, pot holders and much
more.
All
polyester/cotton.
Assorted colors and styles.

Don't miss out on the values
from this special purchase! All
are machine washable, polyester/cotton. Assorted colors
and sizes.

$

$

$

$

99*

$

juniors' warm and
coiy footed pj's

boys' Hoalth-Tox®
Kid Proof® jeans

men's fashionable long
sleeve dress shirts

Swan Lake pillows
plump polyester

accent your table
placemats for every taste

Wrangler® jeans

Orig. $14-$20. Fun sleepwear
that jrs.' love. Choose from the
collection of styles and colors.
All season footed pajamas. SM-L.

Reg. $9 $10. Polyester/cotton
denim is rugged and will last
and last. Built with kids in mind.
Blue denim. Double knee construction. Boys' 4-7.

Orig. SI2 $18 Assorted dress
style shirts in your choice of
solids and stripes. Long sleeves.
Great fashion colors in the collection. 14'/i-17.

Compare $8. Imagine, plump
pillows at such savings. Cotton
cover
for
easy
wash-ups.
Choose from assorted solids and
prints.

Orig. $1.25 $3. Accent your
table with great values from our
domestics
department.
Assorted colors. Choose vinyl.
abaca, or hemp fabric.

Reg. $13.99. Choose from boot
and straight leg styles. 100%
cotton. No Fault®, so they fade
the way jeans are supposed to
fode. Sizes: 28-38 waist.

$

99*

$

$

8.99

9.99

•1.99

6.99-$7.99

3.99

6.99

9.99 twin

4.99

2.99

3.99-$7.99

men's polyester/cotton
and cotton underwear

tablecloths in
polyester and cotton

Orig. $16. Long sleeve turtleneck sweaters for cool summer
evenings. Mix and match assorted pastels for your wardrobe. AM ocrylic. S-M-L.

Reg. $6. Camp shorts are a fa
vorite with the kids. Kangaroo
pockets carry all things boys
need. Choose khaki or navy. A
real value at this price. Boys'
8-16.

Orig. $3 $5 Choose from tshirts.
a-shirts
and
briefs.
Polyester/cotton and cotton.
Cool and comfortable, easy care
too. Famous maker. S-M-L-XL.

Save on first quality and irregular table coverings. Assorted colors prints and solids.
Extensive selection of sizes.

$

juniors' summertime
tops on salo now
Orig. $14$20. Choose a tie

boys' knit tops and
assorted sweaters

sleeve blouse in polyester/cotton In assorted solids, or long
sleeve cotton tops in blue or
purple. Juniors' sizes 5-13.

$

2.99

Orig. $13$ 18. Choose from a
large
assortment.
Acrylic,
wool/polyester and more. Time
is now to stock up and really
save. Assorted solids. Broken
sizes.

famous maker shoots,
1st quality and irreg.
Orig. $7.75-$12.7S and special
purchase. Choose Burlington irregulars and first quality Springmaid sheets. Twin, full, queen
and standard cases available.

Sorry no mail or phone orders on these Items. Some limited quantities, intermediate
markdowns may hove been taken on »ome Item*.
Shop Lasalle's Bowling Green Thursday and Friday 9:45 to 9. Shop Saturday 9:45 to 5:30. Lasalle's welcomes the American Express* Card.

99'

4.99-$8.99

boys' polyester/cotton
camp shorts for summer

great value on men's
short sleeve shirts

sport shoes
Connie, Footnote and Buskins.
Reg. $12-$20.

$

12.99 twin

10.99

2 styles for men

$

misses' acrylic
turtlenecks on sale

*2.99

5.99

Orig. $3.99-$6.99. Choose from
a wide selection of knits. A huge
assortment of colors, broken
sizes. Polyester/cotton, acyrlic,
easy care. Many styles to
choose from.

$

18.88

1.99

first quality comforters
famous makers stock

Quartz watches
men's or ladies'

men's knit shirts
long sleeve stylos

Come and save with the lowest
prices ever on these comforters.
Polyester/cotton.
Assorted
prints. Twin orig. $30. Full orig.
$42. $19.99. Queen/King orig.
$60. $26.99.

Orig. $25. Men's or ladies LCD
multi function quartz watches.
Available in your choice of
silvertone or goldtone.

Orig. $5.99-$7.99. These savings
ore super! Don't miss the great
value.
Polyester/cotton. Assorted colors and styles. Broken
sizes.
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FoMow through...
with your help
to prevent
Birth

classifieds
to»T 4 HHJUP
Lott brown lecroue jacket. If
touno please call Jen at 353 7281
Reward.
\
Lost silver necKlace with golden
ring with green stone.
Brwn.
Rodgers 8. Founders
Reward.

ma,

Found a watch Monday May 121h.
Call Jim at m-tna.
SERVICES OFFERED
Same Day Typesetting Service On
Most Jobs
Bring Us Your
Reports. Indexes, Manuals.
Forms. Programs, Bulletins And
Relumes.
41 Type Faces
Available.
Call The Flatlands
Trader Newspaper: ISi-MM.
Need some typing done?
All
papers, thesis etc. Bring your own
oeoor 7S call Janetno tTO.
Expert typing
Reasonable Rates

The Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity
wold like to thank the Greek
System for their concern 8,
fellowship in the loss of an outstan
ding Phi Tau. God Bleu!

Beta 500 pictures are en display
Wed. 8 Thurs. at Slg Ep. Delta
Gamma, Chi O, Friday, Sat. Sun;
Phi Mu, Alpha Cam. Kappa Ski,

INSANITY Beer Blast. Friday the
lath, NE Commons, all proceeds
go to the Wallace village for
Children, doors open at ID
Be
There!
Experience INSANITY
Sigma Chi.

Call Steve at 372 1806.

sorority. Low Cost. Fast DeliveryCall Tim at 352 5478.

Yyosait,

Phi Delta Theta congratulates Ken
Rolsen for making the Dean's Ad-

The lunatic Is in your head. INSANITY. ...

WHILE OM 8 OTHER
PANIE5 ARE LAYING

visory Council for the College ot
Business & Bill McClaury for being
appointed the Treasurer ot FMA

RESUME TYPESETTING
I or 2 pages 81J.08
include. 10 free cepi.s 152 35J8

EVERYTHING IN STORE

The Alpha Chi Omega First Annual
Golf Tournament is on Sunday.
Golfers get psyched for a fun day of

Tom Silk:

WE'RE HiKSiW STUDENTS FOR
THE ENTIRE SUMMER. AVO.
EARNINGS slter.
STUDENTS
LOOKING FOR A GREAT SUM

ing elected Chief Administrator of
Student Court. You're a great Big
Brother 8 I appreciate everything
you do tor me Thanks, L B
Ron

MER
8
WILLING
TO
RELOCATE, CALL 152-8854 FOR

20-50% OFF

Talk to the animals with WFAL't
zoo contest. Win FREE passes.
The fun begins May 14-23.

FOR SALE

am
Alpha XI Pledges: The breakfast
was great you really rate! - XI

USES.

asrreos.
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding.
EMPA 353 7041 & 352 2143.
Abortions to 15 weeks.
Lowest
Fees Call Akron Women's Clinic
Mitre*. MBMM-WM.
PERSONALS
Our deepest sympathy to the
Brothers ot Phi Kappa Tau tor the
loss ot an outstanding Brother, Jet
trey B. Mallernee.
The Spring

PRSSA Get ready for the 'NEWSA
MUNGA' this Sunday Be ready to
experience the bitter taste of
defeat. The Newtles
Congrats to the pinned Phi Dell Chi
O couple that had a candle passing
in Canada!
Love. Your Littles.
Theresa & Brett. PS. Can we be in
your wedding??
The Brothers of SAE wish to con
gratuiate Scott Conrad a. Bonnie
Young on their pinning.
Con

Pledge Clan ot Phi Kappa Tau.

qratulatlom to both of you.

MORE'S MAY MADNESS. FOOD.
VEGAS GAMES LIVE ENTER
TAINMENT.
SUNDAY, MAY
I8TH, 2pm 6pm
ST
THOMAS
MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH.

Alpha Slg Lil Sisses It's been a
great year. Thanks for all your
loyal support &, dedicated efforts
over the past! Get psyched for Friday's lourney to the exotic South
Paol.c Aloha Ihe Brothers.

Guess who has I? pages in Playboy
& 123 minutes in this weekend's
UAO Campus Film?
Brother Tom Silk, congratulations
on being elected Chief Administrator of Student Court.
We're proud of you. Love, Your
Brothers of Sigma Phi Epsllon.
LORI BRADY We would all like to
thank you for your help at the DU

VICTOR BRIAN WAYHAN
CONGRATULATIONS!! Union
Carbide is the luckiest company
this side of the Mississippi to get
you! I know you'll be their "star"
employee, ft. I'll always be there to
tell you so! Eight more days!!!
Love ME.
PR ACTIVESWhen you lease ex

CASH

paid for gold clan ring*.

Customized T-«hlrt». leneya L
sportswear. Group rates for date
parties, hall parties, fraternity a,

Congratulations on be-

MORE'S MAY MADNESS. FOOD.
VEGAS GAMES LIVE ENTER
TAINMENT
SUNDAY. MAY
18th, 2pm 6pm
ST. THOMAS
MORE UNIVERSITY PARISH.
Congratulations,
KELLY
McNAMARA for being chosen.
Queen aboard the Delta Dinner 8.
good luck next year Irom LarBear
WFAL steps outside with such contests as coke 8 a towel & a chance
to win Schwlnn bicycles. Tune In 8
give us a listen.
The •Wetfow-universlty

Activities

Organization is having an
organizational day today!
Don't
miss It.
WANTED
I F. rmie for f»ll school year.
Brentwood Aprs. 6th St. 874 mo.
turn. Call Helen 354 1175.
2 M. rmtes. needed for Summer
Qtr. 3395. All util. Pd. Call 352 7823.
Big. sturdy, steamer trunk. Needed for over seas travel.
claw call Tom. 2X700.

Any Info.

F. rmte. for Summer 8 or 80-81
school year to share 2 person apt.
Non smokers only.
Call Connie

Bike Race. Thanks, we all love
you, The Brothers of Sigma Chi.

pact It expect Itl I

3 cheers for Angelol Congratula
tions for making the cheerleading
squad Alpha Sigma Phi Lil Sisses

Gumby Thanks for all your help 8
encouragement during Interviews.
Hopefully all those "good words"

Houseboy needed lor 1980-81 If in
teresled please call 372 2M0 Now! I

will get me a|ob. You're a great
friend! Love M.M.M.

Alpha Phi Spring Fiamer!
May 17th KOA Campgrounds
Alpha Phi spring Fiamer I

Dear Folk Guitar Lovers, come

year. Call 352-8326.
1 or 2 F. rmtes. needed for Summer
Qtr. Call Pool at 352-6297.

Bert 8, Sue. Congrats on your Theta
Chi Delta Gamma lavalierlng.
What a surprlsel LM Jim.

hear Missy 8 Cindy at LAROE'S
CAFE 8 TAVERN in Grand
Rapids, Oh this Frl. 8 Sat. 9pm
ilpm Take a break from the rock
scene 8 visit a unique tavern Irom

This weekend. Bring your "10" to

the days ot the 1 BOP'S.

meet George Weber's "10".

Happy Birthday Bev Baker. How
does it leel to be 21 AGAIN??? MD

Graduating soon? Leaving B.G.,
need some cash? I'm looking lor a
good 10 speed bicycle 23 26" Irame
at a reasonable price; preferably a
Raleigh. Peugeot. Ross. Scnwln.

VAL: The weekend is coming soon
& ifs time to let loose & forget B.G.
So let's get the party shoes on &
hope that Chicago is ready for usl
"Twitch"

8CH.

Gretchen:
what an outstanding
roomie I have! Congrats on your
DZ award. Have fun this weekend.
Remember
WW is only a few
weeks away Maybe we can stretch
thai T shirt a sue larger Joanne

Tonight's the night you've all been
waiting lor the final day of competition In the First Annual'

Does campus ft.

community In-

volvement sound Interesting?
Then sorority life is tor you. Come
to Fall Rush Information Night.
Sunday. May 18 at 7:00 In 115
Education.
85 registration fee
upon signup. All women welcome.
AX Pledges you're all doing a ter
rifle lob! Keep up the good work 8
neophyte night won't be too far off!
Love, Your Slitan.
MORE'S MAY MADNESS FOOD
VEGAS GAMES. LIVE ENTER
TAINMENT. SUNDAY MAY 18th..
2pm6pm. ST. THOMAS MORE
UNIVERSITY PARISH.

Have you lost anything?

Check

with Campus SAIety 8 Security.

2 674o or 2-1707.
l rmte. lor 80-81 school year. 1270
qtr. plus elec. Call Eileen 2 5473
F. rmte. needed for 80-81 ichool

RESUME TYPESETTING
l or 2 pages S15 00
includes 10 tree copies 352-3538.

Call me at 3521741 alter 9:30pm.

NW COMMONS.

Residence Hall Olympics.
The
field between Kreischer Quad 8
Student Service Center Is the sight
for tonight's activities
Come on
out 8 support your dorm!
Sponsored by Panhellenlce 8 Interfraternity Council in the spirit of
competition 8 unity.
vocalist wanted for working rock
band call John 352 3393 or Joe
372 3845.
•
Bruce Hellln The Party Pic
Photographer will be taking outdoor portraits again Thursday May
15 Irom 4 to 7pm in front of Prouf
Ch«pol.
Position open lor white water ratting trip May 31 835.00. Call Pam
1-4M8.

RESUME TYPESETTING
t or 1 mil 815.88
includes 18 free copies M2-MW.
Bicycle repairman. Must have experience. Send qualifications to:
3520 Heathordowns Blvd. 14
Toledo. Oh. 43814.

CLEVELAND SLIMMER JOnS:
S3.50-89.00 per hr.
College
Painters. Inc. has over 60 positions
avail, for exterior residential
work. Interview sessions will be
held at 1:00 every Saturday beglnn
ing May 10 at College Painters.
Inc. 13020 Drexmore. Cleveland.
Oh 44120. (216)752 6000. Write or
call for aatiilcatlon.
PERSONNEL RECRUITER
Professional placement 8 ea>
ecutive recruiting firm currently
seeking trainess for our management consulting program. Degree
8 strong sales aptitude required.
Call or send resume lor details:
Jell DePerro.
Aim Executive.
J151 Monroe. Suite 210. Toledo. OH
41623. 419-—5-S846.

Ponderosa

Steak

House.

E.

SIDEWALK SALE

COM
OFF.

INTERVIEW TIMES.

Lot for sale, will III any dorm
room. Campus approved. Asking
»30. 372 3757.
1973 Dodge window van. 8950 or
bast oHer.
Many extras.
Call
1974 Porche 914 2.0 liter. Excell.
cond. Many extras. SSSOO. 352 4236.
Advertise Your Unwanted Items
For Free In The Flatlands Trader
Newspaper.
Pay A Commission
Only II Your Item Sails.
Call
152 ISM. 75^08 Readers Weekly.

FOR RENT
Sublet summer. Fully furn. etflc.
Reasonable rent. No lease. Easy
walking distance to dntwn. 8 campus. Ph. before Spm. 354-1584, ot
lice 372 2441.
HUGE! 1 bdrm. apt. Summer only.
SIM mo. util. not Includ. 2 blks.
from campus. 352-3097.
Subls. for Summer. 2 bdrm. S300
for Sym. Qtr, Cell 352 9120.
Apt. to sublet for Summer. 8125
mo. plus util. Furn. Univ. Ln.,
close. 3521462.
Sublease 1 bdrm. apt. for summer.
Call 353-2511.
Sublet for Summer. Option on
lease for next year.
Walking
distance to campus. S105 mo. Bob
or Maarty 352-0046.

I

House 134 Manvllle. Females.
Starting June 15. Call 352 6553.
STUDENT APARTMENTS
1
: BLOCK OFF CAMPUS. FALL ft.
SUMMER LEASES. 2 BDRM.
FURN. 352-4671, ASK FOR TOM.
Summer Apts. 2 bdrm. turn S390. 2
bdrm. unfurn 5JS0 Rates for entire summer. 641 Third St. no. 4.
352 4380 after Spm.
__

20% OFF
ADIDAS SHOES 20,30,40% OFF
WILSON SHOES 20% OFF
GOLF SHOES 30% OFF
WARM UP SUITS 40% OFF
INSULATED SWEAT SHIRTS
40% OFF
ALL TENNIS AND RACQUETBALL
RACKETS 20% OFF
ALL BALLS (Baseball, Softball, lootball, etc.) 20% OFF
CONVERSE SHOES 50% OFF
ALL SPORTS SHORTS 20% OFF
ALL FRISBEES 30% OFF
THE LOCKER ROOM
SPORTING GOODS
112 S. Main 353-6341

3S1S6H
Summer turn upper duplex for 3.
Fall Furn lower duplex for 4. Ph.
M2-0W*.
831 7th St. Fum. 2 bdrm. apts lor
Summer 8 Fall. Located at 315 319
S. Main. Call Albert Newlove

9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

1-800-438-8039

American
Cancer
Society?.
SUMMER RENTALS
SUMMER SCHOOL
LEASE
(10 weeks)

2 BEDROOM APTS.
Forest Apts. $500
853 Napoleon Road

352-5IW.
2 bdrm. unfurn. 9 mo. lease S310
mo. 12 mo. lease. 1260 mo. Close to
campus. Call 352 4380 alter 5pm.
Apts.. houses. 8 rooms. Near campus. Summer rentals only.
Reasonable rates. 352 7365.
I bdrm. apt. 1st 8 Elm, lum. AC.

SIDEWALK
SALE

TOLL FREE

Summer: 1 bdrm. apt. 3 people. I
Wk. from campus. AC. all util. pd.
2 bdrm. deluxe furn. apt. avail.
May 1st Sept
15th. 352-1730 or

f\tewor*«

ABORTION

Luther Apts. $455
755 Manville

Pendekon Realty
Company

double bed. 1350 summer. 352 2962.

319E.WoosterSL
PHONE: 353-3641

Furn. AC. modern apts. 824 Sixth
St. 8400 Summer, all util. except.
elec. Includ. 352 5163 or 352 4966.

LARGEST VARIETY
OF CLASS C
FIREWORKS IN USA!

Everything in Store
20-50% OFF
All Hummel Products 20% OFF
All Plates -R.C.,
B.G., Schmidts,
Wedgewood--20%
OFF
All Jewelry-Opal,

Jade,
Diamond--20%
OFF
Turkish Jewelry
50% OFF
Parker Pens, best
for graduation
gifts, 20% OFF

0«N

QwSh

A*-—-

Moo Ihu.. . Sol 9:30 o m 130 p >.. 9:30 o.m 9 p.m

*
*
*

i

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Fountains, Sky Rockets, Firecrackers
Sparklers and Novelty Assortments

*
*

Send $Z00 for
our GIANT catalog
B.J. Alan Co. Fireworks
3800 B Southern Blvd.
Youngstown, Ohio 44507
(216) 782-8714
SOUTHERN OHIO WAREHOUSE
LOCATED AT 12900 RT 14
COLUMBIANA - CANFiELD RD
AT RT 11 SOUTH EXIT

**********
TOLL FREE: (Outside Ohio)

1-800/321-9071

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*•*•••••••*•••*••••••#
presents

MAY SALE

SIOntWItH SAVINGS MOW UHIll MAY 241H

Junior

Tank Tops
•'Your choice of a variety
of fun-time tank tops for
summer. Poly/cotton
knit in assorted solid
colors. S-M-L.

GOOITTIMES WEEKEND '80
TALENT SHOWCASE
MEN'S CHORUS
MARTY CAVANAUGH
CATHY CLIFFORD & JIM BESCH
7:OOpm - UNION AMPHITHEATRE
(rain site-Side Door)

(behind Union)

Regular $8 - $9

$

3.99
"Spring Grads"

Visors
Adjustable - one
size fits all. Visors
in cotton, terry,
and straw.
Assorted colors.

t 1 ■t'JMj,

r

fc.

M.99
SIDEWALK SALES Thurs, Frl, & Sat
open ff-9 Thurs & Frl

itOBsr

Looking For A
Career In Music
Retailing?
Apply In Person
CAMELOT MUSIC
SOUTHWYCK MALL
TOLEDO, OHIO 43614
(419) 865-9305
May 21st from 1:00 - 5:00 P.M.

Regular $3.00

105 S. Main

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

SUTFORT

Responsible help. All shifts. Apply
between
2-4
Mon.-Thurs.

Low mt »>>»',
HELP WANTED

SUPPORT OUR *******
***•••• ADVERTISERS

353-9802

araiwA

Bring Resume &
Grade Trarucripc*

May 15, 1980 The BG News 7

sports briefs
Gymnasts sign
Coach Charles Simpson has announced the signing of three gymnasts to national letters of intent.
Heading to Bowling Green in
September are Laurie Garee of
Massillon, Judy Topp of Kettering
and Mary Anne Kruppa of
Bridgeville, Pa.
Garee was a member of two Class
I state championship teams while
competing for Gymnastics of Ohio.
Her team also was Second at the
AAU National Championship this
year. Garee was first in the state allaround competition in 1978 and ninth
this year. She qualified to go to the
nationals three of the last four years.
Topp helped her team at Fairmont
West High School to three state,
league and district championships.
She twice won the all-around competition in the districts, and was the
1979 state beam champion. The MVP
of the team for the last three years,
she was named her school's ScholarAthlete of the year.
Kruppa competed for both her
Peters Township High School team
in McMurray, Pa., and for a local
gymnastics club team. She was cocaptain of the club team, and like
Garee, qualified for the nationals.
She was a four-year letter winner for
her high school team, was twice the
MVP, and this year was the captain
of the squad.
The Falcons had a dual meet
record of 11-0-1 this year, and are
40-3-1 over the last three seasons. BG

Defiance surprises diamondmen

won the state championship in 1979
and finished second this year.

Cromley signs
Gary Cromley, a resident of 13870
Bishop Rd. in Bowling Green, and a
senior at Bowling Green High
School, has signed a national wrestling letter of intent to attend the
University.
Cromley is the fourth wrestler
signed by Coach Pete Riesen this
year. The others are Phil Weirich of
Oak Harbor, Tom Bridges of Toledo
and Jeff Powers of Plymouth, Mich.
While at BGHS, Cromley won two
Northern Lakes League championships and was a state qualifier in the
167-pound weight class. He had a 30-2
record this year and a career record
of 64-17. He won three letters in both
wrestling and football at BGHS.

Athletes feted
The six Bowling Green athletes
who have represented the United
States in Olympic Games will be
honored Saturday night with the
unveiling of Olympic banners at the
Bowling Green Ice Arena.
The ceremony will proceed the 8
p.m. International Stars On Ice
show, featuring Bowling Green High
School graduate Scott Hamilton, who
placed fifth in figure skating at the
1980 Winter Olympics.
The other five Olympians who will
have banners commemorating their
achievements include Ken Morrow

and Mark Wells, members of the
Gold Medal-winning 1980 U.S.
hockey team, Doug Ross and Bob
Dobek, members of the 1976 U.S.
hockey team that placed fifth, and
Dave Wottle, who won a Gold Medal
in the 1972 Summer Games in the
800-meter run. All five attended the
University.
The six nine-foot high banners will
hang from the south end of the Ice
Arena where Wells, Morrow, Dobek
and Ross played their collegiate
hockey.

Peterson resigns
Pat Peterson has announced that
she is resigning her position as the
head coach of the women's
volleyball team at Bowling Green to
devote more of her time to teaching
in the school of Health, Physical
Education and Recreation at the
University.
In her nine years of coaching the
volleyball team, the Falcons compiled a record of 95-79-3. BG set school
records in 1977 and 1978, with 18 wins
in each season. The Falcons have
had winning seasons in five of the
last six years, and finished fourth in
the state championship in both 1979
and 1980.
A native of Bellbrook, Ohio, Peterson received her Bachelor of Science
Degree from Wittenberg University
in 1959. She also holds a Master's
Degree from Indiana University.
The search has already begun for
her replacement.

otmd Associates'

8uAnniversary
Sale

SOME ITEMS LIMITED HURRY!

Sale Ends May 24th
Encore 77

EV

.—.

Save 33%

1

Eltrlro-V<MC« Encont 77
3 way \2 ipMkvt iyWem these
will make stereo sound the
way it's supposed in

Save 20%
00

-nral
- .■« L^"

.——

26995

Yamaha IC-SM
Its the hottest thing on the
(assette deck market now priced
insdvr v'Maborxh

JVC

•YAMAHA

399

u

i 6$

15995

Vinuhj C«840
Vjmaha quality in this vuper hO
vtatl receiver n OH IHO

1

^^ ■•—

H

Save 20% «->5«

$

Qr^
• • ••

!

289

JVCAS-S.TVS
Save with this W) «*att amp and
tuner i ombination

SONY
tote Model J01
listen and find out «*hy it s the
largest selling speaker in the
world today

Sony TC 14
AulumttM K.smrAMlM

Save §209 95
20/o „„,..„,"

Save 20% $199°°

JVC

SynergntictS-Si)
<>U' ITMHl (Xipul.ir llMfH
pm ill I" vise v<Kl .ll"»i »l

s

95

"

Save 30%^*

Save 40%

IVCIAII

189

"^T^

S

H.ll ilfi\i< luim.ilJ, ,i.ih .ml.,
'Hum yhill "'I ■ IIIIII'N wild
AlKfcl :.,!»»., -I I
r,,,.!,;.

12000

audio-technica
Audkl trihrnuU JIMI
Mi|M-rh pawn inn.!
il j
mtdawata* pi
ula*. ihi. ti«n
l»M ( .irlfiif^iti,!.

Save 55%

24 95

PDDcDD
rU|HXi«t© MXNC40
it..-,.- .HHIMI i.iwilis .;.».■ ..«.
hiH HUM* ami AHIV ini|un«s
II<H|MNIM*>I1 .i ii|» i ttnn> |Hiii'

Save 55%

248 S. Main Bowling Green (352-3595)
ALSO SHOP OUR THREE OTHER GREAT LOCATIONS

5206 MONROE ST. - TOLEDO, OHIO 885-3547
5122 HEATHERD0WNS - TOLEDO, OHIO 381-0465
400 SOUTH MAIN ST. - FINDLAY, OHIO 424-1191
30-Day
GUARANTEED
PRICE
POLICY

CO

£f
£!!£21 ,£T
DEPARTMENT

OPEN: Monday • Friday Noon lo 9 p m - Saturday 10 a m lo 5 30 p m

matter charge

VISA
Master Charge
Financing Arranged

by K.n KopfMl
•tail raporttr

Yesterday's double-header with Defiance was not originally on Bowling
Green's baseball schedule. Perhaps
the Falcons should not have gone to
the trouble of adding the games.
The Yellow Jackets walked onto
Warren E. Steller Field with a 9-19
record, but had BG struggling all
afternoon to gain a 7-6,2-4 split.
"We didn't play very well today,"
BG coach Don Purvis said after his
squad's 12th split of the season. "I'm
not sure we came to play."

the Falcon margin to 4-1. Two walks
were sandwiched between a pair of
outs, leading to a Dave Kotowski tworun double, the rest of BG's offense in
the game.
Three straight hits up the middle
began the Defiance comeback in the
fifth. The third safety hit past
McHugh, off the bat of Jeff Gehring,
produced one run, but the Yellow
Jackets added three unearned scores
when a Byrne error preceeded a
George McCormick double over right
fielder Bob Zielinski's head pulling
Defiance within one.

McHugh, a freshman from
AFTER FAIXNG behind 6-1 in the Lakewood, began the Yellow Jackets
opener. Defiance came back with the sixth surrendering three consecutive
final run, scoring on a Dan McHugh singles before wild pitching Paul
wild pitch to give BG its 11th one-run Mallory home with what proved to be
the winning run. Starting his first
loss in 14 games.
game of the year, McHugh went the
"We made too many mistakes," a distance for the initial time, allowing
disappointed Purvis said. "We gave one walk, while fanning five in lowerup one run several times in the first ing his record to 0-2.
game on an error or a wild pitch or the
His counterpart, Gentile, had confailure to cover a base. You put them trol difficulties throughout the conall together and they end up losing the test, giving up eight walks with his six
strikeouts, but recovered after the
game.
"McHugh was very good for four or Falcons' offensive barrage. He raised
five innings. Then we didn't support his mark to 4-5 in going the rout,
allowing two singles the final five innhim too well."
Taking advantage of Yellow Jacket ings.
starter Ray Gentile's wildness, BG
The Falcons, who face Miami in a
scored a run in the opening inning off Mid-American Conference showdown
two walks, a single and a wild pitch. tomorrow at Steller Field, turned
Defiance knotted the affair in the se- things around in the second game, this
cond on Joe Dipre's two-out run- time being the team to come from
scoring single, before the Falcons ex- behind.
ploded for five runs in their next trip
to the plate.
AFTER SPOTTING the Yellow
Jackets a 2-0 lead, BG scored single
SENDING 10 men to the plate, the runs in the second and third. Taking
Falcons parlayed four base hits into a advantage of a Defiance error, tne
five-run lead. After Brian Wisner Falcons scored on a Gary Huffman
scored BG's second run on a passed sacrifice fly in the second, and tying
ball, Pat Byrne sent a 2-0 Gentile pitch the score on a Kotowski RBI single the
over the right field fence to increase following frame.

With freshman Dale Gregory (1-3)
holding the Yellow Jackets at bay, BG
gained the lead in the fifth Steve
Crane's leadoff double up against the
right field fence chased Defiance
starter, and loser, Don Carls, 3-6.
Zielinski's ground ball moved Crane
to third before scoring on a Mark Hall
chopper through the infield off
reliever Chris Delre.
BG added an insurance run having
Hall steal second, move to third on
catcher Jim Fischbach's throwing error, and scoring on Larry Nonnamker's single.
GREGORY, surrendering three hits
the final five innings, also went the
distance for the first time in his collegiate career. The 5-foot-9,
165-pounder walked one and whiffed
five in a performance which had his
fastball moving with good velocity.
"I was kinda shaky at the beginning
because I hadn't pitched for two
weeks," Gregory said. "I had decent
control today. I've had a lot of trouble
with that.
"I only threw 86 pitches which made
me happy. I had it in my mind that I
wanted to win this one. It's always
great to get that first one."
Purvis said that Gregory's showing
could be a sign of a promising future if
he could control his curve ball.
"He still pitches up too much, he
said, "but he will become a good pitcher in time."
Fir»t

OJIM

Defiance
0I0W2O
7 110
BG
1500000
672
WP Gentile LP McHugh
HR BG. Byrne
Second Game
Defiance
0200000
3 « 1
BG
0J1O2OX
47 3
WP Gregory LP Carls
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sports,
Falcons enter MAC Championships
Netters in underdog role

Golfers hope pieces fit
by Qeofl Haynes
stafl reporter

Bowling Green golf coach John
Piper hopes the pieces to the puzzle
fall together this weekend when he
takes his team into the season finale
- the 72-hole Mid-American Conference Championship tournament
in Dekalb, 111.
The picture those pieces would
form is the conference title, which
the Falcons last won in 1978.
This year the Falcons enter the
tournament still in search of their
first tournament win of the season.
Their best finish was a third-place in
the Falcon Invitational.
THE SEASON, however, has produced some good individual performances from Falcon golfers.
BG will be led by Wayne Smith,
who enters the tournament with a 76
average - the best on the team.
Earlier this year, Smith battled
miserable weather conditions to capture second-place in the MAC Invitational, against the same teams he
will compete against this weekend.
At the Falcon Invitational, BG
defeated all the MAC teams in the
tournament while losing out to
powerhouses from Ohio State and

the University of Michigan. In that
tournament BG's John Spengler shot
his best collegiate round - a blistering 68 that helped him tie for third in
the tournament.
Action begins today with 18 holes
on the 6,800-yard Ellwood Greens
Golf Course. BG is paired with Ball
State and Kent State in the first
round. The team will play 36 holes
tomorrow and 18 Saturday. Piper
said his team has never played on
the course but the tournament will
be a three team dog-fight.
"If someone were putting up the
odds, I think they would rate Ball
State and Ohio University as cofavorites. We would be the underdogs," he said.
LAST YEAR OU took the conference championship by defeating
second-place Ball State by seven
strokes and third-place BG by 12.
Piper will use the same lineup that
finished seventh last week at the
Northern Intercollegiate tournament. In that lineup is freshman
Brad Turner who has been hitting
the ball well. Turner had the
Falcons' best score in the Northern
with a 19-over par 307.
Gary Battistoni joined Turner as a

late-season addition to the lineup last
week.
Piper also will need a strong performance from captain Gary Lust.
Last year Lust shot the best Falcon
score in the tournament with a 306.
"I THINK that a reasonable goal
will be for the golfer to shoot between his average and his low score
for the season," Piper said.
Piper said this year's team is comparable to the one that won the title
two years ago.
"Going into the '78 tournament, I
think we were in the same position.
But I think we were averaging V4 to a
shot better (in 1978)," he said.
"I think the fellas are confident in
one another and I think that's important," Piper said. "I asked their opinion of the lineup and they felt we
were using the best lineup."
Piper said he will use a different
strategy in the tournament that is
aimed at letting each individual
player concentrate more on his own
game. He said the team will not
discuss club selection among each
other as they pass each other on fairways, and Piper said he will not
discuss the performance of other
players in the tournament.

by Joe Menzsr
•tall reporter

"Up to this point we've dug a hole
for ourselves," admits Bowling
Green's men's tennis coach Bob Gill
as his netters prepare to participate
in this weekend's Mid-American
Conference Championships at Northern Illinois University. Qualifying
matches start today.
"Now it's up to us to get ourselves
out of the hole," Gill added. "We're
going to have to play awfully good
tennis. We will have to play right up
to our potential."
BG goes into the MAC Championships in the worst position in the 12
years Gill has been coach. The
Falcons, who finished 10-15 overall
and 4-5 in the MAC, placed only
Steve Corey at fourth singles and the
second doubles team of Corey and
Bob Ferguson in the tournament
seedings. Corey was the MAC champ
at sixth singles last year.
ONE BRIGHT SPOT for the
Falcons will be the return of fifth
singles player Mike Zekas to the
lineup. Zekas suffered a groin pull
against Ohio University April 25 and
has been bothered by the injury

since. Zekas played in two of BG's
three matches last weekend, but
reinjured the groin and had to sit
out against both Central Michigan
and Henry Ford Community College.
"During practice I was 100 percent," Zekas said. "The warm
weather helps a lot. I'm very optimistic."
Gill expects BG to do well at third,
fourth and sixth singles and at second and third doubles. Neither
Dave Epstein at third singles nor Andy Cantrell at sixth singles are seeded, but both have played well lately
as has the third doubles team of Epstein and Bud Vetter.
Epstein defeated two players that
are seeded ahead of him during the
season enroute to compiling a 6-3
MAC record. He had been consistent
throughout the year in both singles
and doubles play.
"THE MOST consistent performance throughout the entire season
came from Dave Epstein," Gill said.
"He is capable of beating anybody in
his division."
The Falcons may have had trouble
winning this season because they
have looked ahead to the MAC

Championships all year long. They
don't have to look too far ahead
anymore.
"This (the MAC Championships)
is obviously the high point of the
season," Gill said. "But you don't
sacrifice 25 matches in the season
just to do well in the MAC. I wish we
would have better prepared
ourselves for the MAC by winning
more matches."
Despite a less than impressive
record, Gill still feels the Falcons
can do well because "our players are
capable of beating anybody in their
divisions."
"THIS IS the weakest I've seen the
Mid-American Conference in a long
time," Gill said. "All divisions will
be up for grabs; it's going to be a
question of who is going to be tough
enough to take it."
BG has no choice but to play the
role of the underdog this weekend
and Gill hopes the Falcons can put
that to their advantage.
"It's been quite a few years since
we have finished out of the top five
(in the MAC)," Gill said. "We're due
to break out and have a good
weekend. Who knows - this could be
the weekend."

Tracksters' best hopes lie in middle distance events
by Christopher Sherk
stall reporter

place finish.

It may not be nationals, but for
much of Bowling Green's men's
track and field team this weekend's
Mid-American Conference Championships will be the long awaited
climax to the 1980 outdoor season.
Along with the nine other MAC
schools, the Falcon tracksters will
be present in Dekalb, 111., today for
the start of the three-day-long competition, with the 10,000-meter run
and the start of the decathlon slated
to take place. Tomorrow, the
decathlon will conclude, with much
of the day's competition being
preliminaries for Saturday's finals.
According to BG coach Mel Brodt,
because several members of his
squad have realistic hopes for individual MAC titles, the Falcons
should improve on last year's sixth-

"I WOULD be very pleased if we
could place in the top five," Brodt
said. "That's what my realistic goal
would be. The teams at the top seem
to have good quality depth right
across the board."
Brodt said the MAC team title will
probably be a three-way struggle
between Miami, Eastern Michigan
and Western Michigan, all of which
have the ability to place in 15 of the
meet's 21 events.
"Then I would expect Ohio, Central (Michigan) and Bowling Green
will be in the next group," Brodt continued. "Kent (State), Ball State,
Toledo and Northern Illinois should
round it out.
"Although, Northern may be the
surprise team this year simply
because we haven't seen them this
year, aside from what's on paper.
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They could very easily get into that
middle group."
RECENTLY, BG track and field
has been synonymous with strength
in the middle distance running
events. That reputation should be
enhanced this weekend, as two of the
Falcons' brightest prospects for individual titles will come in the 800
and 1,500-meter races.
John Anich will lead a BG entourage in the 800. Joined by teammates Kevin Ryan and Jeff S.
Brown, Anich is considered among
the top three In the conference in the
event. His 1:47.56 ranks second in the
latest Mid-American Conference
track report to Miami's Darrell
Sargent, who has completed the
nearly half-mile race in 1:47. Jeff
Mclntosh of Western Michigan also
is considered a favorite for the title.

"John has a good chance if he has
everything going for him and he runs
the best time of his life," Brodt said.
"Quality-wise, the 800 will be the
most hotly-contested event. There
are three in the race (Sargent, Mclntosh and Anich) who have qualified
for nationals in the event."
Brodt said Kevin Ryan could be
BG's best bet for an individual title,
that being in the 1,500. And the
statistics seem to back up that bet.
RYAN HAS recorded the MAC'S
fastest time in the 1,500 this spring,
3:45.71. The conference's next best is
almost a full second behind.
"I think it gives me an edge,"
Ryan said of his conference-leading
time in the 1,500. "Last year, the
winning time was 3:47, so I think my
time is a good one to beat."
Last year's MAC champion in the

by Sarah Bissland

The National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics, a men's athletic
governing organization, announced
last week that it will set up a championship program for women's sports
for the 1980-81 season.
The Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women opposes the plan
saying it, rather than the NAIA,

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

women's championships, women
would not have much voice in determining the direction they wish such a
program to go."
Last year the NAIA tried to pass a
similar plan, but it was not approved
by members. Huston said she believes
that the plan passed this year because
of the timing of the proposal.
"IF A male governing organization
Title IX, which grants equality to
such as the NAIA had control over women in athletics, is pressuring
more schools, Huston said.
"This is the stimulus that is used as
an excuse by the men's organizations
for their interest in women's
athletics," she explained. "Some
women are probably pleased with the

should govern women's athletics for
Division II and HI colleges and
universities.
The University will not be affected,
since it is a Division I school, but
Carole Huston, assistant athletic
director said, "The AIAW would like
control over their own destiny."
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men's interest in women's athletics.
However, this would be a minority
viewpoint. The AIAW offers more opportunities for women."
WHILE THE NAIA is proposing
championships in about 10 women's
sports, Huston said that the AIAW offers championships in 37 sports.
"Right now the two organizations
are trying to combine ideas and it just
isn't working. There are just certain
issues in which neither wants to give,"
Huston explained.
"l«t's not have one area imposing
their desires on another. The AIAW
would like to govern their own
athletics just like men."
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Two other Falcon tracksters who
are listed on the MAC track report
are Jeff K. Brown, ranked fifth in the
hammer throw, and Joe Ritter,
whose 6,728 points in the decathlon
ranks as the third highest point total
by a MAC competitor this spring.
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"I'd love to run a sub-four minute
mile, and that would take a
60-second pace (per lap)," Ryan
said. "But I'll probably want to wait.
It's a kickers race where everybody
will want to wait till the last lap."
Brodt also pointed to Terry Reedus
and Bill Hampton as legitimate contenders in their respective events.
REEDUS, like Ryan, has clocked
the MAC's best time in his event, the
400 intermediate hurdles. His :51.9
places him one step above Kent's
Bill Dobbertin, who ran a :52 in
beating Reedus in last Saturday's
BG-Kent dual meet at Robert H.

Whittaker Track.
Hampton will pit his youth against
the experience of Western
Michigan's Ron Parisi in the javelin.
Though Parisi holds the conference's
best throw this season (229-7), he has
been hampered by injuries and could
leave an opening for the BG
freshman. Hampton has thrown
220-3 and ranks second in the MAC.
Pete Murtaugh will be running in
both the 10,000 and the 5,000, where
he placed third last year. His 30:53.1
in the 10,000 ranks fourth among
MAC times in the event this spring.

AIAWopposes NAIA championship

BROOKDALE STABLES

CUP AND SAVE THIS AD.

1,500 was Ryan's teammate then and
now, Steve Housley. Ryan said that
he expects most of his competition
Saturday to come from Housley and
Chuck Pullom, a third BG entry in
the event.
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Damn machines
Vending machines hate me. I believe
I'm a nice person. I feed squirrels. I
don't re-use my postage stamps. I'm
even nice to wrong numbers. I don't
know why vending machines don't like
me. I've never kicked one. (Well, maybe
once) I've never even fed them Canadian coins to make them choke.
I have always envied people who can
walk up to a cotfee machine, put their
money in, and receive a cup ot cottee.
Just like that.
Last week while I was in the library I
decided that I felt adventurous, and
would buy a cup of coffee myself. I
counted out the exact change. (I never
get change from vending machines.
They steal.)
NERVOUSLY, I deposited my money
in the slot. Quickly I pressed "coffee
with cream". I waited. Slowly the
machine filled my cup with hot water.
No coffee, just hot water. Well, at least
it was hot.
Again I tried and this time I did get
hot coffee. Lots of hot coffee. With
cream. Hot coffee with cream, and no
cup.
Okay, now it was war. No machine
was going to out-smart me. I glared at
the machine. I firmly pressed my
money into the slot. Determined, I
pushed "coffee with cream" for the
third time. A crowd was beginning to
gather. The machine began to hum. I
held my breath. Soon the air was filled
with the aroma of hot chicken soup.
With cream. I was not surprised.
IT IS NOT just coffee machines that
have it in for me, all machines hate me.
For instance, every time I leave the
library, the buzzer goes off. Even when
I am not carrying books.
In fact, lately it has gotten so bad

PRIZE STORIES 1980: The 0. Henry
Awards, edited by William
Abrahams. Published by Doubleday
& Company Inc., Garden City, New
York, 456 pages, S12.95.

©wti ©9 (F@(gy§
by Missy Tomko

that the buzzer goes off when I come in
to the library. Maybe It's my teeth. The
ladies in the library don't even search
my backpack anymore. They Just wave
me through.
PERHAPS THE worst machines are
pay toilets. I would like to know who invented them because I think making
people pay to go to the bathroom is
cruel and unusual punishment.
In sheer desperation I have climbed
over bathroom doors and jumped.
Once I tried to crawl underneath and
was wedged halfway under the door. It
was humiliating. They had to take the
door off the hinges, and in the meantime I almost wet my pants
Another nasty little machine is the
gumball machine. Did you ever notice
how fast those little gumballs can
move?
YOU PUT YOUR penny in, and those
jet-powered gumballs shoot out of
there so fast that there is no way to
catch them.
Usually I look quickly around, and If
no one is watching I retrieve it from
underneath the machine. And you can
almost bet that it will be black licorice
flavor. Every time.
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Prize stories diversify
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Diversity is the key to the 60th annual collection of Prize Stories for
the 0. Henry Awards, concocting a
mixture of dramatic themes by
famous literary prodigies along with
several newcomers to the field of
fiction.
Published every year since 1918
by Doubleday & Company, with the
exception of 1952 and 1953, Prize
Stories was designed as a memorial
tribute to one of the masters of the
American short story, 0. Henry.
For the 60th anniversary edition,
Editor William Abrahams, who has
edited the collection since 1967, has
selected the works of 22 American
writers, 14 of which are receiving the
distinguished honor for the first
time in their careers.
THE 1980 prize-winning fiction
pieces were published between
September 1978 and December 1979
in many American magazines, including The
New Yorker,
Cosmopolitan, Yankee and Esquire
and offer the diverse styles of
writing and themes in fiction that
these magazines represent.
First prize was awarded to Saul
Bellow for "The Silver Dish," the
story of a man's reflection of this
father's death and the aspects of
their lives that led them to separate
many years before.
Bellow, who received the Nobel
Prize for Literature in 1976, captures
the twisted agony of rejection and
ill-fated trust in his main character,
Woody Selbst, who diligently cares
for his irresponsible father, his
religiously deranged mother and his
two spinster sisters while time
deteriorates them like a cancer.
THE STORY surrounds the theft
of a silver dish by Selbst's
degenerate father from the home of
a generous Samaritan who had attempted to educate and provide for
young Woody. Yet the story delves
into more than mere motives and exposes the alternating roles of the

Editorial Assistants

father-son relationship.
"Women In a Roman Courtyard,"
written by Nancy Hallinan and
published in Harper's Magazine in
May 1979, received second prize in
the collection.
Dealing with the emotional
failures of an American woman living in Rome, the story expounds
upon her crumbling marriage to a
business globe trotter, fear of em
barassment by her small children
and the torments of her Italian
landlady.
KATHERINE CARDEW is the central figure of the story; a character
seeking fulfillment in life and receiving only hypersensitive fear for her
efforts.
Hallinan creates an apparent
■stranger in a strange land atmosphere within the story and
relates Katharine's emotion with
long lines of questioning and smatterings of Italian dialogue.
Chosen for third prize in the
award edition was "The Men's
Club," written by Leonard Michaels,
author of "Going Places" and "I
Would Have Saved Them If I Could",
two collections of short fiction.
Michaels familiarizes the typical
macho theme of Esquire magazine,
which first published the story in
December 1979, by hinting that men
will not readily give >ip their
masculinity for the sake of feminity, as the story indicates is the goal
of the growing feminist movement.
The 1980 O. Henry Awards also includes many other works of literary
prowess, such as "Ghosts Like
Them," by Shirley Ann Taggart, (her
first published story), "Hopeless
Acts Performed, With Grace," by
Robert Dunn, Stephanie Vaughn's
"Sweet Talk" and John L'Heureux's
"The Priest's Wife: Thirteen Ways of
Looking at a Blackbird."
Prize Stories maintains the
classic Doubleday tradition with the
60th anniversary volumn of the O.
Henry collection, and although the
stories vary from sardonic humor to
serious drama, this edition clearly
offers something for every short
story reader as well as superior
literary goals for the short story
writer to aim for.
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Titillating Bo steals limelight in Gish
pages. Everything Bo has was spread
across those 12 pages.
Subsequently, the movie's advertising campaign picked up this angle and
Ten again!
Ravel's "Bolero" will never be the enticed the public with "Guess who
same. And why? Because of Bo has 12 pages in Playboy and 123
Derek's incessant (or insatiable) desire minutes in'10'?"
to (expletive deleted)-, that is, make
DEREK ALSO was moved up in the
love to "Bolero's" classical beat in the
credit listings on the ads and the
movie "10."
"10" comes to campus this weekend posters. Her name was listed right
with Dudley Moore, Julie Andrews and beside Moore's and Andrew's.
The sexploitation of Dudley Moore's
Bo, who despite the subliminal connection has nothing to do with Robin Hood perfect 10 has brought excessive
amounts of publicity for Derek.
or his arrows.
She started a new fad with her dew
THE "TEN AGAIN!" exclamation is of cornroles, which incidentally has
nothing
in common with the grain.
not original. It is the new advertising
Derek is frequently in the public's
slogan to lure the public back to the
theaters and drive-ins to see "10" one eye, many times unavoidably.
more time.
AT THE ACADEMY Awards
From the beginning of "10's" success, which started gradually last fall, ceremony a month ago. Bo pranced out
on
stpge to present an award with the
the movie's director, Blake Edwards,
and his wife Andrews objected to the one man (if anyone) who deserves a 10.
She was arm in arm with Superman
original advertising campaign.
They didn't like the dominant sexual (Christopher Reeves). He was in a tuxovertones of the posters and the edo and she donned the latest In
desert fashions -sandles and a potato
previews.
sack.
Composer Ravel also experienced
AND AS A result, Bo Derek has
wound up the big star of "10" and the increased publicity from the success
releasing company has played it to the of "10."
hilt.
ACROSS THE country, record stores
Derek willingly appeared in Playboy
in full-color photographs taken by her reported increased requests for recorhusband and featured on 12 glossy dings of "Bolero." The public must be
by Kevin Settlage

photo courtesy ot Warner Bros

Dudley Moore's "10" (Bo Derek) has established the position of a sex symbol,
famous form "12 pages In Playboy and 123 minutes In '10'?"
assuming that if "Bolero" can excite
Bo Derek's passion, it should get a rise
out of them as well.
With "10" coming to the University

this weekend, just think of the horror
that would sweep Lilian Gish's face if
she knew Bo Derek was going to
bounce and jounce through her theater
in Hanna Hall.

Beauty and sin revealed by 'Peacock Colony'
by Frank Rlzzo
The best seats in the house at the Joe E. Brown
Theater today and Saturday at 8 p.m. will not be offered to the audience.
Sitting in those seats will be the hosts and guests
at a fictitious writer's conference. They may wander
from the subject of writing, but they will not wander
from their seats, which are on stage.
The writer's conference is the heart of the play The
Peacock Colony, a drama which is set in a New
Hampshire lodge In the woods.
WRITTEN BY Dr. William McMlllen, conferences
coordinator for the office of continuing education,
and directed by Rick Groetzinger, The Peacock Colony will be presented in a dialogue format. The actors will read their lines directly from the script from
a sitting position.
The hosts are Teddy, a writer who has fallen upon
hard times and his lover, Susan. Their guests are
several writers who are some of Teddy's teaching
colleagues or former students.
Teddy is burdened with problems, most of which
stem from his sudden inability to write.
"HE'S TRYING too hard, he's not In tune,"
McMillen said. "One of the premises of Teddy calling
the conference was to regain his past glory by inviting all these people. He had superiority over them,
and he wants to assert himself over them.
The story is about "writers being writers," he said.
"THE WRITERS are telling the truth maybe one
percent of the time, maybe ninety-nine percent, but
you can't tell them apart. Writers do this all the time.
"Susan Inherited the lodge from her late husband.
She met Teddy in New York, She's not a writer and
finds the games that the writers are playing to be
disruptive," he said.
The writers gather for the
conference and
ultimately become Involved In a series of confessions. The revelations of the writers involve embarassing crimes which "we delude ourselves to
think are not there," he said.
DR. MCMILLEN said that the title of the play was
derived from "the pride and unexpected moments of
beauty and revelation" which he sees as traits of
both the peacock and the writers gathered for the
conference.
"Colony" refers to a name which writers popularly
give to groups of writers gathered to share their
thoughts and experiences.
The themes that McMlllen sees in the story are

irs gather for a conference and become Involved with an in-depth study of themselves In the dialogue
Writers
play "The Peacock Colony": "the pride and unexpected moments of beauty and revelation."
"truth and lies, confession of dark sins and working
out relationships, how in sense they are never worked out."
HE SEES THE story as another example of a writer
(himself) writing about other writers.
"Once your conscious of that theme, you see it all
the time" in writing, painting, poetry and other artistic works, he said.
Dr. McMillan's script was judged as the best entry
in a recent playwrltlng contest sponsored by the
University. The play was written during the 1976-77
school year, his first year at the University. McMillen
received a master's degree in 20th Century literature
and creative writing from Ohio University.
He has written fiction and poetry, and wrote a
novel for his doctoral thesis. His wife, Barbara,
teaches creative writing at the University: The couple
will sponsor their own writer's conference at the
University this summer, he said.
TWO OTHER faculty members portray the host
couple. Tom Kinney, an English literature instructor,

plays Teddy. Susan is played by contemporary drama
teacher Bea Morton in her first stage role.
Other cast members are students, all but one of
whom have had past stage experience.
Director Groetzinger, 29, is a doctoral candidate in
acting theory. He previously directed The Play Strindberg, performed here last year.
CASTING difficulties were the main reason why a
reading format is being used and most local actors
were involved in other productions at casting time.
Groetzinger said the most difficult part of dealing
with the reading format is "getting the actors to portray their roles emotionally, teaching them to do it
through their actions."
Groetzinger called the reading format "a chance to
see a play in its embryonic stages, which contributes
to its development." The cast has been rehearsing
three or four days each week during the past four
weeks.
Tonight and Saturday night fans of drama can see
how effectively the reading format is to present what
was originally written as a complete play.
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From garlic to hypnoi
by Desplna Kartson
With people wearing lighter pants, narrower slitted
skirts and skimpy clothes in general, everyone has
become weight-conscious.
Some are obsessed with losing weight and stake out
the most unconventional means to shed those extra
pounds of tat.
CALL IT VANITY or |ust plain dietlng-to-get-in-shape,
people are doing everything from wrapping themselves
in cellophane to swallowing mass quantities of diet
pills to being hypnotized.
Elaine Spreitzer, a registered nurse at the Student
Health Service Building, said students come to Health
Services periodically throughout the year to lose
weight. She said the number of people wanting to lose
weight Increases during Spring, or bathing suit weather.
"They're influenced a lot by their roommates or fraternity brothers or sorority sisters. Definitely more girls
than guys come in to lose weight," she said.
Health Services prescribes diet pills rarely, and
prefers to have a doctor regulate the patient's food intake. A doctor will use a diet sheet listing caloric intake.

Wittenmyer also said the body wrap is not like an herbal wrap or a water loss diet.
She said it is important that a person does not eat
sugar within 72 hours after the body wrap, and with proper dieting and exercise, the weight lost during a body
wrap treatment will not be regained.
Wittenmyer said it the body wrap is safe, and about
400 people have used the process since the European
Connection opened in March.
"MOST DOCTORS laugh, but I've wrapped 11 doctors
already," she said.
Although Wittenmyer claimed that the body wrap is
medically safe, a Toledo physician said he has some
concerns that wrapping the body in cellophane "might
be unphysioligic and risky to those with heart disease
and high blood pressure.
"There is no evidence that an occluslve wrap of the

REGULATING FOOD consumption seems to be a conventional way of losing weight. However there is a
market for people with different weight reduction ideas.
In Toledo, The European Connection specializes in
"the fantastic body wrap."
According to Linday Wittenmyer, co-owner of the
establishment, a special creme containing garlic oil is
applied to the body. The body is then wrapped in
cellophane for one hour.
"BECAUSE OF the garlic oil in the creme, it breaks
down atopose fat. Circulation Is stimulated. Because
of the wrap, the fat is pushed into the body," she said.
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sis, ways to diet keep expanding
body would cause (at to dissolve and go into the blood
stream. The only purpose would be to eliminate the
body of heat."
THE PHYSICIAN said it would cause "the core body
temperature to rise because the body cannot get rid of
body heat, and would burn up energy and calories as If
the person was ill with a high fever."
He also said the potential risks of a body wrap could
be greater than the potential gain.
"There Is no shortcut to proper and intelligent weight
reduction. You must increase individual physical activity and reduce calories. I don't believe in faddish diets,
no drugs, no medication, just a long commitment to
behavior modification," he said.
ANOTHER METHOD of losing weight that recently
has been advertised on television and in newspapers is
taking diet pills.

id Capsules

THE FIRST TYPE, appetite suppressants, are
manufactured by 40 different companies and Include
phenylproponalomine, a drug originally used as a
decongestant.
Luidhardt warned that persons with high blood
pressure, heart problems or hyperthyroid problems
should consult a doctor prior to using diet pills. Dexatrim is a common appetite suppressant.
The second type of over-the counter diet aid available
is a bulk laxative. The pill is taken with warm water 30
minutes before meals. Methyl cellulose is used in the
manufacturing of these kinds of diet pills, such as
Pretts. Luidhardt said over the counter drugs are selling
very well.

/
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Don Luidhardt, pharmacist at Dorsey's Drugs, said
amphetamines, class 2 narcotics, require a doctor's
prescription.
"You need a new prescription from the doctor each
time you want a new month's supply," he said.
Luidhardt said there are two types of over-the-counter
diet aids.
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"WE SELL A lot to young people, we're selling more
all the time." he said.
Last week, the Food and Drug Administration announced that nine new nonprescription diet products
will probably be taken off the market soon because they
contain twice the current legal limit of an appetite suppressant drug.
Companies making products containing the drug
phenylpropanolamine (PPA) apparently are using more
of the drug than the government allows. These companies have not yet responded to the FDA's request.
THE DIET PILL manufacturers are asking the FDA to
increase the amount of PPA allowed to be present in
their products. Some of the products include AYDS AMPM Appetite Suppressant Capsules Time Release Formula, by Campana Corp., Batavia, Illinois; Pre-Meal
DIETAC Drops, Extra Strength Appedrine Tablets and
Vita-Slim Capsules by Thompson Medical Co., New
York City.
At the University, John Ketzer, administrator of Student Health Services, said a weight control program
gives students the ability to lose weight by taking in
less calories or exercising more.
"We also have a support group where kids come in
and talk about their problems they face when trying to
lose weight," he said.
KETZER SAID the support group Is an important function in the weight lost program because most students
are overweight from stress.
"They use eating as an outlet when they are having
problems with school or parents..." Ketzer said.
The weight control program helps students break the
habit of eating as an outlet for stress.
ANOTHER LOCAL organization where students go to
shed extra pounds is the BG. Weight and Smoking Control, on 313 Thurstin Ave.
For $130, students ($155 for non-students) attend a
12-week program in weight control. The first four weeks
consist of class sessions where a total approach to
weight control is taken, which includes discussion of
nutrition, exercise and causes of obesity.
James Luke said the program takes a hard look at
advertising which entices people into eating foods they
really don't need.
A FINAL PORTION OF the program is hypnosis where
suggestions of weight control are placed in a person's
subconcious, Luke said.
"Then you are working on losing weight conciously
ano subconciously," he said.
Luke distributes hypnotic cassette tapes for people
in the group to use.
"If you work through the program, it will work for
you," he added.
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Elvis rants and raves
by Tom Mulready
You know the trouble with this
world? Not enough "Peace. Love and
Understanding" and too damn many
rock stars! Well, Elvis Costello might
have inherited Buddy Holly's glasses
and Elvis Presley's name, but he sure
doesn't want to be a rock star: "I'm in a
loxhole. I'm down in a trench. I'd be a
hero, but I can't stand the stench." And
that goes tor all those socialite heroes
that populate uptown on Thursday
nights He catches your eye, he looks
good in the dark, but He's not the man
you think he can be." No, what this
world needs is love. love. But you gotta
be careful, /ou gotta know the difference between real love and the kind
you get in "B Movies": Everybody's on
the make, It's not your heart I want to
break." It comes down to realizing that
we're all human, and we all "need,
need, need the Human Touch." And
even that's not enough lor us at this
point in history, hell, this is the 21st
century soon, it's almost like a "New
Amsterdam, it's become much too
much. Till I have the possession of
everything she touches, (Till I put on
the brakes to get out of her clutches),
Till I speak double-dutch to a real
doubledutchess... Though I look right
at home, I still feel like an exile." And
the ethereal acoustic strumming
makes you realize the fine line between
love and possession, possession/freedom, love/hate, guilt/innocence, there are so many contradictions in this world, "I Can't Stand Up
For Falling Down," I can't even tell side
one from side two, the record label and
the record cover say two different
things, is this side one or two, but I
guess it doesn't matter, the whole
thing's a circle, just like these songs, it
never resolves itself, just comes back
to the same themes, the same questions. "5ive Gears In Reverse, You
think I don't know what I'm doing,
Somebody send out for the night
nurse,"and quick, too, cause we're
sinking fast, grabbing all the
metaphors that make sense, and a lot
of them do make sense, "Love For
Tender" says love equals money:
"You re so in love and so sincere, just
like a well-known financier... You can
put your money where your mouth is."

And "High Fidelity" means love, not
what you hear on your stereo, but it
makes for a hell of a comparison:
Even though you're nowhere near me.
and I know you're kissing so sincerely.
I suppose you'll never know about High
Fidelity. Can you hear me, can you hea'
me?" Too much bull in this world, word
plays, double entendres, hidden mean
ings
"You lack lust, you're SO
lackluster Is that all the "strength you
can muster?" "This is my conviction,
thai I am an innocent man." "I stand
accused (of loving you) and I'm guilty.'
"I'm so affected in the face of your at
lection." "My case is closed, my case
is packed." Well, there's a lot of fast
ideas, but after a while they start to
stick, all the contradictions, and you
start to wonder why the band is called
The Attractions and not The Rejections, the way they tease and taunt the
singer, lollowing him at that blinding
speed, this guy really does write songs
faster than most people can listen, but
the band is right there, even pushing
Elvis faster, faster. The organ is the
real stand-out, like a happy, happy carnival, making you cock your head and
ask: "What is that noise and why?" All
the music today is too bass-heavy,
anyways, give them a little high energy,
high Irequency keyboard to pierce
those thick ears, most of you probably
won't even hear it, it's too obnoxious,
you just tune it out. And don't look to
the drum beat to keep you dancing, it
you're wearing your new wave shoes,
you might as well pull up a chair and
stand on It, there's a lot to see over, the
beats are too spunky, sometimes onedimensional, but never mechanical or
predictible, reality was never like that,
and those ol you who love the rock and
roll guitar will leel lobotomized or at
least lost, the guitarist took the month
oil, Elvis Is out front all the way, the
vocals are what count, they carry not
only the melody, but the message, and
there's plenty ol melody in these
songs, isn't there, Linda? It's a good
thing the Beatles make it ok to write
your own rules, this type of stuff confuses enough people as it is. That
everyman voice of pain, Irustration,
domination and cowardice, so bitter,
impatient, angry, just like the lyrics,
the only way to stay sane is to Gel Happy'!
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Elvis Costello Is hitting the
charts again with his
new release "Get Happy!!":
"Elvis Costello might have
inherited Buddy Holly's
glasses and Elvis Prsslsy's
name, but ha sura doesn't
want to be a rock star."

photo courtesy of Columbia Records

No new NBC sitcoms
LOS ANGELES (AP)--lt is an interesting schedule that NBC lorwards tor the fall, a lineup without a
single new hall-hour comedy.
Either program development
broke down or NBC's programmers
have recognized that 30 minutes of
sillyness is no longer a ticket to
glory.
Or perhaps, both.
When Fred Silverman abstains
from sitcom, observers immediately
suspect that something is wrong.
In 2V> years at ABC, Silverman used comedy as a healing balm, and
as president of NBC he has
repeatedly declared that comedly
will be that network's salvation.
He has promised to be No. 1 by
Christmas, and he's going to do it
without sitcoms?
He might. At least, he stands a
better chance of pulling it oil with
this schedule than he would have
had he kept pumping away with losing sitcoms, as he did lor more than
a year with the miserable "Hello,
Larry."
I HAVE THE feeling that Silverman and Brandon Tartikoff. Silverman's chiel operative, have
recognized that the 30-minute sitcom isn't what it used to be.
A new sitcom works these days

only be getting a leg-up, by being a
spinoll ol a successlul series, as
was the case with CBS' "Flo," or by
being surrounded by hits, as was
the situation with ABC's "Benson."
Otherwise, a sitcom will sink, as
the fall of ABC's "Mork and Mindy"
or "The Ropers" proves.
THE POSSIBILITY that NBC's announced new hour-long shows are
going to be dogs notwithstanding,
the new NBC schedule makes
sense.
Still, commercial television isn't
the most daring arena, and Tartikoff
hedges his bet by saying, "We're going to be ordering in the next two
weeks three, possibly four comedy
series based on pilots ordered by
NBC lor the tall,"
These pilots will become backup
series and make the fall schedule by
demonstrating "sensational" potential over the summer, Tartikoll says
ANYWAY, IT IS encouraging to
believe that Silverman has taken his
chips oil ol the sitcom number.
II he backs off, it's a pretty sure
sign that the sitcom, which has
through reckless proliferation
become
synonymous
with
mindlessness, is dying.
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Beatles resurrected in two Rarities
by Greg Predmore
According to Nicholas Schaffner's The Beatles
Forever, (1977, 1978, McGraw-Hill paperbacks) "The
Beatles recorded 102 songs In the years 1962 to 1966.
In Britain these songs appeared on 8 L.P.'s , Including one anthology, 12 E.P.'s, and 13 singles.
The same selections were re-packaged for the
American consumer into 11 albums, lour E.P.'s, and
20 singles, no two records in the two seats feature
the same contents.
It should come as no surprise, then, ten years after
the Beatles' last "legitimate" album of "new" songs,
that Capitol and Parlophone are offering two different albums called Rarities.
THE LAST 3Mths of side two of the English version
features "Matchbox," I Call Your Name," "Bad Boy,"
"Slow Down," "I'm Down," and "Long Tall Sally."
All being solid '60s rockers, they also appear on
the anthology, Rock & Roll Music In the U.S. as well
as in England, but are included on no English album
before this. With the exception of "I'm Down," they
are spread across the U.S. albums Beatles' Second
Album, Something New, and Beatles VI.
THE FIRST TWO songs on side two, "Rain," and
"She's a Woman," also are included on no English
album, but have graced Hey Jude and Beatles '65,
respectively, here in the States.
From the first side come "Yes It Is" and "This
Boy." Both are nice, slow songs with lots of threepart harmonies which, appropriately enough, are included in the Love Songs anthology on both sides of
the Atlantic.
While they appear on no other English L.P., they
can be found in America on Beatles VI and Meet the
Beatles, respectively. On The Beatles' Second
Album, but no original English L.P.'s, are "I'll Get
You" and "Thank You Girl." The only other "rarity"
America got that England didn't was on Something
New: "Komm Gib Mir Deine Hand," "I Want to Hold
Your Hand," sung in German.
WHILE THE Parlophone Rarities album seems
determined to catch the British record buying public
up with Americans, Capitol executives have
concerned themselves with "rare" versions of
already familiar songs.
"Love Me Do," they claim, was recorded twice.
"Once with Ringo drumming and again with Andy
White and Ringo relegated to tambourine." The
original albums came out with the tambourine. Now
they offer us the version without.
"Misery" and "There's a Place" both appeared
originally on V.J. albums in America, Introducing the
Beatles and Songs, Pictures and Stories ot the
Fabulous Beatles (the second being a re-release of
the first). Both are now out of print, but Introducing

can be found in the cut-out racks of most area record
stores.
"And I Love Her," here, has the guitar riff at the
end of the song "repeated six times rather than four
times." Big deal!
"Help" doesn't sound much different either, in
spite of The Beatles story and their using a stereo
"cleaner" English version.
ALSO INCLUDED is the British version of "I'm Only
Sleeping" "because verses were rearranged and
strange guitar sounds inserted."
One of the wierdest stories is for "I am the
Walrus". "The Capitol U.S. single has a few extra
beats in the middle... right after the words, 'I'm crying' but before the words 'Yellow matter custard.'
The stereo version from England has the intro riff
repeated six times instead of four."
My U.S. Magical Mystery Tour album contains
neither bonus. My U.S. single has the shorter beginning, but the extra in the middle. The German Magical
Mystery Tour (European) album contains the longer
intro but no extra in the middle.

" ...Capitol and Parlophone
are offering two different
albums called Rarities."
A BOOTLEG Indian Rope Trick with the original
demo of the song has both surprises. Beatlemania
imitates the American album and the Rutles
parodied only the four beat intro. (I haven't had this
much fun since the last time I checked for all the
audio "Paul is Dead" clues!!!)
At any rate, Capitol has edited together the two oddities for a "new version", which, personally, I think
is cheating.
Side two begins with a stero version of "Penny
Lane", which really is a rarity in the U.S.
JUST IN CASE you didn't already know it, even
though your copy of Magical Mystery Tour says
STEREO on the second side, it isn't. Capitol didn't
want to wait for the stereo masters and so only electronically enhanced side two. And if you want to
check it out for yourself, compare the song "All You
Need is Love" from Mystery Tour with the same track
from Yellow Sub. If you want the stereo versions of
the second side, you'll have to dig up a copy of the
German Magical Mystery Tour.
They have also edited in the "rare final notes" of a
trumpet solo which appeared before only on the
Canadian and American D.J. copies of th single.

Also included are mono mixes of "Helter Skelter"
and "Don't Pass Me By". Not only do the mixes
sound a bit different, Capitol says to "note the
changes in the violin and vocal sounds. Ringo's voice
also seems to be at a higher pitch than that on the
stereo version.
"WITH THE MONO one clocking In at 3:45 as opposed to ,52 on the stereo, it may dawn on them
someday that the tape has merely been sped up a bit.
The other different attraction is called "Sgt. Pepper Inner Groove." "Not actually a song, this is merely several seconds of laughing and gibberish that appeared as the tail end of the Sgt. Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band album in other countries, but was
never released before in the U.S."
Yes, it's right there In the tail end of my Parlophone
copy, just before the needle runs into the label
AS A MATTER of fact, I had to keep trying until the
automatic return wore itself out for a while. THAT'S
how far inward this Inner track Is.
Contained on both Rarities is another German version of an old standard, "Sie Liebt Dich". ("She Loves
You") Never before on any album is "The Inner
Light," a good old Harrison tune formally only on the
(Upside of "Lady Madonnna."
THE HIGHLIGHT of both albums is "Across the
Universe." Not the overproduced version that appeared on Let it Be, it is the original version from "an
all-star charity album" called No One's Gonna
Change Our World. Instead of putting up with Yoko
Ono in the background, (he hadn't met her yet), we
get "a couple of girls they roped in off the street during the session" doing background vocals.
Star of stars, however, is an extended joke called
"You Know My Name (Look Up the Number)". In this
song they parody not only greasy night club
schmaltz, but their own music as well. Beatles fun
and games as only the Beatles knew how, for all who
missed out on it the first time around when it was the
flip side to the single "Let it Be."
As always, the sound quality is better on the imported Parlophone. The liner notes are also more informative.
CAPITOL, on the other hand, has outdone
themselves in the packaging. They've recreated the
old 60s label, which certainly is a lot nicer than the
orange and green lables they used recently.
They have also printed (on the inside cover, probably for safety's sake) the old original "Butcher"
picture for the Yesterday and Today album. If you
don't already know that story, they retell it for you.
The dust jacket is even covered with old, "rare"
photos.
Which album will satisfactorily fill the void in your
collections is up to you. There are gems on both.
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Cinema U2 I WANT A TAN?
MIDNIGHT MOVIE SPECIAL!
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY!
BOX OFFICE OPENS 11:45 P.M -SHOWTIME
12:01 A.M.

} Only $30 for 20 Visits
*

*
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Outrageous!
Cue Magazine

Uproarious!"
LA. Times

Brilliant!"
Detroit Free Press

Jrrie Sun Hut Tanning Center
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1448 E. Wooster St.
(Across From Campus/
Behind Finders Records)
354-1022 or 352-8018

SKATE RENTAL

$1/Hr. With A
2 Hr. Min.
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Linda in concert
LINDA P.ONSTADT appeared lor her show at the
Market Square Arena in Indianapolis in spike heels,
pedal-pushers, a multicolored top and a black
sweater; her short hair was as you see it on the cover
of Mad Love She perlormed that song, "Justine" and
"Cost Ot Love," all by CRETONE Mark Goldenberg,
Elvis Costello's "Party Girl," and then backtracked a
bit for "Its So Easy," "You're No Good," "Blue
Bayou," J.D. Souther's "Faithless Love," and other
comparative oldies, closing the set with "Living In
The U.S.A."
-EA Newsbeat

Disney featured
The Collegiates, a 16-member student singing
group will present their last scheduled concert for
the academic year at 8 p.m. Saturday, in Kobacker
Hall.
The group will present songs saluting 40 years of
animated films by the Walt Disney studios, including
melodies from Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs of
1939 to The Rescuers of 1977.
In December, the group reviewed pop music from
the 1950s, 60's and 70s, which they also presented
as entertainment for the Miss BGSU Scholarship
Pageant, May 2.
During winter quarter, the group performed a concert titled "Our Favorites," representing each
members' favorite song from a Broadway Musical.
The student group is under the direction of senior
Kim Kish.
Cost for Saturday's concert will be 50 cents at the
door.
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CLUB WEST
474-7396

3817 Upton
Toledo

Fighting Inflation-Well, join the gang
at CLUB WEST. For a night-life of
happiness. No cover-Student ID
cards honors one drink of your
choice.
DISCO ONLY
9 p.m.-2:30 a.m.
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NOW
WE HAVE
WINE!

IN CONCERT

At Poglioi's We Serve A
Variety Of Dishes Fit For A
KING-Subs, Salads, Pizza,
Stuffed Shells & Lasagno
At EAST PLUS A VARIETY
OF WINES GDeer!

Right Oil of Zachariii'i Rtd-Eyt Salooi ii Coleabes
The list Soetben Reck EVEI TO REACH 0HI0III
With Special Geest Stir Tea ligaoM

Monday, May 19
at

Henry Recommends Our Lasagna

the

Dixie Electric Co

& Wine For A Tasty Meal.

ADMISSION ONLY 92.00
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00

PlG^liOPS
EAST 440 E. Court 352-1596

